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Secretary Camacho-Welch:

Please accept, on behalf of New Jersey Natural Gas Company, Jersey Central Power &
Light Company, Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Atlantic City Electric Company,
Rockland Electric Company ("Rockland") South Jersey Gas Company and Elizabethtown Gas
Company (hereinafter, collectively referred to as the "New Jersey Utilities" or "Companies") this
response to the comments filed by the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsei ("Rate Counsel") in
the above-referenced matters. For the reasons outlined below, the New Jersey Utilities oppose the
position of Rate Counsel with respect to deferred accounting treatment, carrying charges, and lost
revenues associated with implementation of each of the New Jersey Utilities tariffs for Veterans’
Organizations ("Veterans’ tariffs") in accordance with N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.41 (also referred to as
P.L.2018, e.77).

In each of the Petitions1, the Companies requested authority from the New Jersey Board of
Public Utilities (the "Board" or "BPU") to:

defer on their books actual incurred costs associated with the implementation of the
Veterans’ Organizations tariff and not otherwise recovered through its currently
approved base rates, including cawing charges, calculated based upon each
Companies’ weighted average cost of capital, that was determined by the Board in
each of the Companies’ most recent distribution rate case, associated with the
deferred costs;
approve the Companies’ request to recover any and all lost revenue associated with
the implementation of the Veterans’ tariff as set forth herein;
approve as just and reasonable the modified tariff and the proposed application
form; and
such other relief that the Board deems just, reasonable and necessary.

The Companies respectfully submit that the Board should reject Rate Counsel’s position
opposing the Companies’ requests, as it is factually inaccurate and conceptually flawed.

Deferred Accounting Request

The implementation of the Veterans’ tariff is a result ofa mandate imposed upon the
utilities by the New Jersey Legislature through the enactment of N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.41. Each of the
New Jersey utilities is requesting authority from the Board to defer on its books any and all actually
incurred costs (capital and O & M) associated with the Veterans’ tariffand not otherwise recovered
through its current base rates. Rate CounseI opposes this request.. As articulated by Rate Counsel:

~ Rockland’s January 10, 2019 filing ("Filing") indicated that it currently was impIementing the Veteran’s tariff in-
house, and was not seeking incremental administrative or IT costs in the Filing. However, the Rockland Filing
reserved the right to seek recovery of incremental costs, in the event Rockland could not implement the Veteran’s
tariff in-house in the future. The Rockland Filing also requested recovery of lost revenues. Therefore, Rockland
supports this response by the Companies and supports the Companies’ requests for relief set forth above



Rate Counsel asserts that the Board should not allow the Company, or any utility,
to defer direct costs and create a regulatory liability for ratepayers which could be
found to be imprudent.

Rate Counsel comments at p. 3.

Following Rate Counsel’s Iine of reasoning, the Board could never allow a utility to defer
any costs on its balance sheet in order for the utility to petition the Board for future recovery of
those deferred costs. This goes against long-standing Board precedent as well as Rate Counsel’s
prior positions in various rate proceedings.

In the two most recent base rate proceedings filed by PSE&G, Rate Counsel’s expert
witness Andrea C. Crane testified that a utility has an obligation to seek a deferred accounting
order from the reguIatory authority should a utility wish to defer a cost for ratemaking proposes.
In PSE&G’s 2009-2010 ease in particular, Ms. Crane testified that, "[i]f a utility wants to defer a
cost for ratemaking purposes, it has an obligation to seek a deferred accounting order from the
regulatory authority," and went on to state that "[m]ost accounting orders issued by regulatory
agencies permit a utility to seek future rate recovery of a previously incurred cost, although
accounting orders generally do not guarantee such recovery:’’2

Again, in PSE&G’s most recent base rate proceeding, Ms. Crane submitted testimony on
this same issue, and again acknowledged that a utility can recover prudently incurred deferred
costs in a future base rate case, where the Board has provided "prior authorization for deferral.’’3

Indeed, Rate Counsel appears to accept this position, at least in part, in its January 28, 2019
comments in this proceeding:

... as part of the Company’s next base rate case, the Board should review
the direct costs, the number of participants charged the new rate, the amount
of actual charges that were paid by the Veteran’s Organizations under the
new tariff, and any other relevant data to determine the prudency of the
Company’s expenses.

Rate Counsel comments at p. 4.

The position being taken by Rate Counsel in each of the New Jersey Utilities proceedings
is inconsistent with Rate Counsel’s own expert witnesses’ direct testimony in the two PSE&G base
rate cases. If the costs are not within the test year in a base rate proceeding, according to Rate
Counsel, they are not allowed to be recovered unless the utility previously sought Board approval

2 See IiM/O The Petition Of PSE&G For .Approval Of An Increase In Electric And Gas Rates And For Changes In

The Tariffs For Electric...And .G.as.S.ervice, B.P.U.N.J. 14 Electric And B.P.U.N.J. No. 14 Gas Pursuant To N.J.S.A.
48:2-21 And N.J.S.A. 48:2-2I. 1 And For Approval Of Gas Weather Normalization; A Pension Expense Tracker And
For Other Appropriate Relief, BPU Docket No. GR09050422, Direct Testimony of Andrea C. Crone at pp. 67-68.
3 See I~O The Petition Of PSE&G For Approval Of An Increase In Electric And Gas Rates And For Change.s In

The Tariffs For Electric And Gas Service, B.P.U.N.J. 16 Ele~.~.....~nd B..P,U. N.J. No. 16 Gas And For Changes In
Depreciation Rates Pursuant To NJ, S,A, 48:2-18, N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 And N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.1 And For Other
Appropriate Relief, BPU Docket Nos. ER18010029, GR18010030, Direct Testimony of Andrea Crane at p 53-54.



for deferral, as that would "constitute retroactive ratemaking". This position is inconsistent with
the position articulated by Rate Counsel in this proceeding, which is that a utility can never defer
costs.

The Companies agree that these costs are subject to a prudence review in the context of a
future base rate proceeding, and they are not seeking cost recovery at this time. However, if
deferred accounting is not permitted, and the costs are not within a given test year, the utility is
penalized as Rate Counsel would oppose the utility for not having authorization to defer the costs
from the Board. As previously noted, this mandate was imposed upon the utilities by the New
Jersey Legislature through the enactment of N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.41. The utilities are required,
pursuant to New Jersey law, to carry out the provisions of the law for Veterans’ Organizations.

The Companies concur with Rate Counsel that a "mandate from the Legislature to charge
certain organizations under the residential rate does not exempt the New Jersey Utilities from the
legal standard of first showing prudency prior to review." Id. However, Rate Counsel’s position
of not allowing the Companies to defer these costs would effectively bar the utility from the ability
to even have these costs reviewed for prudency if they fall outside of a given test year.

The "precedent set by the" BPU that Rate Counsel relies upon is misplaced and does not
address the issue of a utility requesting deferred accounting. Rate CounseI rests its argument on a
quotation from the Administrative Law Judge in his InitiaI Decision. See I/M/O the Petition of
Atlantic Ci.W Electric, BPU Docket No. ER97020105, Initial Decision (December 23, 1997). The
issue therein related to the expiration of an amortization period for expenses that the Board allowed
to be deferred for the abandoned Hope Creek nuclear generating station. The issue was how and
when to address the expiring 15-year amortization period. This is not the case in the instant
proceeding.

The Board has historically approved utilities’ requests to defer costs that are not otherwise
recovered through a Company’s currently approved base rates.4 Attached please find full and
complete copies of Board Orders that support the New Jersey Utilities’ request.

4 Se_gg,e e._ga. In The Matter of New Jersey. Natural Gas Company’s Request For Deferral Accountini Authority For

Storm Damage Restoration Costs Related to Hurricane Sandy, BPU Docket No. GEl2111036 (May 29, 2013); In The
Matter Of The Board’s Review Of The Pruriency Of The Costs Incurred By New Jersey Utili .~ Companies In
Response To Major Storm Events In 2011 And 2012, BPU Docket No. AX13030t96; In The Matter Of The Board’s
Establishment Of A Generic Proceeding To Review The Pruriency Of The Costs Incurred By New Jersey Natural Gas
Company In Response To Maior Storm Events In 2011 And 2012, BPU Docket No. G013070610 (October 22, 20t4);
In The Matter Of Public Service Electric And Gas Company’s Petition To Recover The Deferred Costs Of The Energy
Information And Control Network Pilot Program Through A Temporary Electric Societal Benefits Charge
Component, Specifically, "The myPower Pilot Program Charge", BPU Docket Nos.EO04060395, EO09060465, (July
29, 2009); In The Matter of The Petition Of Suez Water Princeton Meadows, Inc. For Deferred Accounting Authority
For The Financial Impact Of Waste Remove From Sludge Lagoons, BPU Docket No. WF17030186 (July 26, 2017);
In The Matter Of The Petition Of United Water West Milford, Inc. For Deferral Accountin~ Authority For The
Financial Impact Of The Settlement Of Litigation With Bald Eagle Commons Building Association, BPU Docket No.
WF14070804 (December 17, 2014); In The Matter Of The Petition Of Aqua, New Jersey, Inc., For Approval Of An
Increase In Rates For Water Service And Other Tariff Changes And; In The Matter Of The Petition Of Aqua, New
Jersey, Inc. For Approval Of Deferred Accounting Treatment For Certain Costs Related To Water Quality Treatment
For Radio Nuclides, BPU Docket Nos WR05121022, WR06120897 (January 1, 2007).



The Companies assert that approval of the requested accounting treatment would not
preclude a prudency review of the actual costs reiated to Veterans’ Organizations in each of the
Companies’ future rate cases, including the reasonableness of the costs. Denying the requested
accounting treatment on the other hand would reduce the Company’s revenues as a result of
external forces, L e., a legislatively imposed mandate. For the reasons discussed above, Rate
Counsel’s position on this issue is without merit and should be rejected by the Board.

Carrying Charges

The Companies are requesting authority from the Board to recover their respective carrying
charges associated with the deferred costs, calculated based upon the Companies’ weighted
average cost of capital that was determined by the Board in their most recent distribution rate
case(s). Rate Counsel opposes this request. Rate Counsel bases its position on one sentence: "At
this time, the estimated costs are speculative and determining that the Company is entitIed to
recovery of carrying charges would be inappropriate given that the direct costs are still subject to
a prudency review." Id. Please see the section below entitled "Lost Revenues" for the Companies’
response to the "speculative" nature of these costs.

Without repeating the arguments set forth above, each of the Companies is simply
requesting the permission of the Board to record on its balance sheet the carrying charges that are
associated with any costs related to implementing the legislatively mandated Veterans’ tariff. This
accounting treatment does not afitomatically guarantee that the Companies will recover the
carrying charges in a future rate proceeding. Like the implementation costs themselves, the
carrying charges wiI1 still besubject to a prudency review.

Therefore, Rate Counsel’s position on this issue is without merit and should be rejected by
the Board.

Lost Revenues

The Companies have also requested recovery of any and all lost revenue associated with
the implementation of the Veterans’ tariff. Rate Counsel opposes this request. Rate Counsel
mistakenly believes that it is "...not certain at this time whether any of the utilities affected by the
statute will in fact lose revenues." Id. It is a fact that utilities will lose revenue as a result of
implementing this law. A Veterans’ organization’s utility service will be eIigible for a credit
beginning with the biIling cycle that commences after receipt of the application. At least annualIy
(and in some cases, with greater frequency), a utility will compare the billed customer, delivery
and demand charges, if applicable, to what the Veterans’ Organization’s customer and delivery
charges would have been under Residential Service ("RS")..If the RS charges for the review period
are lower than the comparable billed charges under the utility’s commereiaI rate schedule, a credit
will be applied to the account in the amount of the difference to the bill for delivery service. The
New Jersey Utilities’ revenues from the Veterans’ Organization accounts are based on commercial
tariff rates. Any credits required to be provided to adjust to residential rates under the Veterans’

5



tariff are lost revenues to the utilities. The amount of those lost revenues will be determined in a
future base rate case.

Rate Counsel asserts that it "is opposed to allowing the Company to defer any ’lost’
distribution revenue since customer behavior regarding energy usage can be influenced as a result
of approval for the Veterans’ Organization tariff therefore making any perceived difference an
unmeasurable variable, and the language of the statute does not include a mechanism for utility
recovery of revenues." Id. With respect to the assertion that a regulatory asset must be
"quantifiable" to qualify for this treatment, it should be noted that the Board has approved deferred
accounting for costs that were not quantifiable at the time of the Board’s approval, but that would
be quantifiable and finally established in later proceedings. See, e.g., I/M/O the Request of Public
Service Electric and Gas Company for Deferred Accounting Treatment of Coal Tar Clean-up costs,
BPU Docket No. GO89070658 (August 8, 1989).

Therefore, Rate Counsel’s position on this issue is without merit and should be rejected by
the Board.

Conclusion

Based upon the foregoing, Rate Counsel’s position that the Board should deny deferred
accounting treatment, carrying charges, and lost revenues associated with implementation of the
Companies’ tariffs for Veterans’ Organizations should be rejected. The Companies respectfully
request that the Board approve each of the Companies’ original requests to allow them to defer
costs incurred for implementation of the Companies’ tariffs for Veterans’ Organizations,
associated carrying costs, and the associated lost revenues. As noted above, the deferred amounts
will be subject to a prudency review in a future rate case.

Respectfully submitted,

Andrew K. Dembia
Regulatory Affairs Counsel

AKD/FK
Attachments
C: Service list (via email)



NEW JERSEY NATURAL GAS COMPANY, JERSEY CENTRAL POWER &
LIGHT COMPANY, PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY,

ATLANTIC CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY, ROCKLAND ELECTRIC
COMPANY, SOUTH JERSEY GAS COMPANY AND ELIZABETHTOWN GAS
COMPANY RESPONSE TO THE COMMENTS FILED BY THE NEW JERSEY

DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL WITH RESPECT TO DEFERRED
ACCOUNTING TREATMENT, CARRYING CHARGES, AND LOST

REVENUES ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF EACH OF THE
NEW JERSEY UTILITIES TARIFFS FOR VETERANS’ ORGANIZATIONS IN

ACCORDANCE WITH N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.41

SERVICE LIST

Mark G. Kahrer
New Jersey Natural Gas Company
1415 Wyckoff Road
P.O. Box 1464
WalI, NJ 07719

James Corcoran
New Jersey Natural Gas Company
1415 Wyckoff Road
P.O. Box 1464
Wall, NJ 07719

Tina Trebino
New Jersey Natural Gas Company
1415 Wyckoff Road
P.O. Box 1464
Walt, NJ 07719

Andrew Dembia
New Jersey Natural Gas Company
1415 Wyckoff Road
P.O. Box 1464
Wall, NJ 07719

Judy DeSalvatore
New Jersey Natural Gas Company
1415 Wyckoff Road
P.O. Box 1464
Wall, NJ 07719

Marianne Harrell
New Jersey Natural Gas Company
1415 Wyckoff Road
P.O. Box 1464
Wall, NJ 07719

NJ BOARD OF PUBLIC
UTILITIES

Stacy Peterson
N.J. Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 3rd Floor
Suite 314
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350

Bethany Rocque-Romaine
N.J. Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 3rd Floor
Suite 314
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350

Megan Lupo
N:J. Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 3rd Floor
Suite 314
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350

Suzanne Patrlaude
N.J. Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 3~d Floor
Suite ) 14
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350

Chance Lykins
N.J. Board of Public Utilities
44 South Ciinton Avenue, 3rd Floor
Suite 314
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350

* Indicates individual to receive letter response in hard copy.
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Cindy Bianco
N.J. Board of Public Utilities
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Suite 314
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Kevin Nedza
N.J. Board of Public Utilities
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Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350

DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL

Stefanie A. Brand, Esq.
Division of Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

Felicia Thomas-Friel, Esq.
Division of the Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

Brian Lipman, Litigation Manager
Division of the Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

James Glassen
Division of the Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

Maura Caroselli
Division of the Rate CounseI
140 East From Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

Shelly Massey
Division of the Rate CounseI
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625
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Division of the Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

* Indicates individual to receive letter response in hard copy.
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Lisa Gurkas
Division of the Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
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Trenton, NJ 08625

Celeste Clark
Division of the Rate CounseI
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625
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Division of the Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
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Caroline Vachier, Section Chief
Deputy Attorney General
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Alex Moreau, DAG
Deputy Attorney General
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Dept. of Law & Public Safety-
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Division of Law
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Dept. of Law & Public Safety -
Division of Law
124 Halsey Street
P.O. Box 45029
Newark, NJ 07101

Renee Greenberg
Deputy Attorney General
Dept. of Law & Public Safety -
Division of Law
124 Halsey Street
P.O. Box 45029
Newark, NJ 07101

PEPCO HOLDINGS LLC

Marisa Slaten, Director
Regulatory Strategy & Services
Pepco Holdings LLC
500 North Wakefield Drive
Newark, DE 19702

* Indicates individual to receive letter response in hard copy.
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David Zarra
PSEG Services Corp
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Scott Jennings
PSEG Services Corp
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Heather Hall, Manager
Pepco Holdings LLC
500 N. Wakefield Dr.
P.O. Box 6066
Newark, DE 19714

Joseph Accardo, Jr.
PSEG Services Corp
80 Park Plaza, T5G
P.O. Box 570
Newark, NJ 07102
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Stephen Swetz
PSEG Services Corp
80 Park Plaza, T5G
P.O. Box 570
Newark, NJ 07102

Justin Incardone
PSEG Services Corp
80 Park Plaza, T5G
P.O. Box 570
Newark, NJ 07 t 02

Mathew Weissman
PSEGServices Corp
80 Park Plaza, T5G
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Newark, NJ 07102

Jill Reilly
PSEG Services Corp
80 Park Plaza, T5G
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Nicole Swan
PSEG Services Corp
80 Park Plaza, TSG
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Philip Passanante
Atlantic City Electric Company
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* Indicates individual to receive letter response in hard copy.
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COMPANY
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Rockland Eiectric Company
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New York, NY 10003

Jacob Shajan
Rockland Electric Company
4 Irving Place
New York, NY 10003

Margaret Comes
Rockland Electric Company
4 Irving Place
New York, NY 10003
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Andrew Hendry
New Jersey Utilities Association
154 West State Street, 1st Floor
Trenton, NJ 18608

Debbie Caldwell
New Jersey Utilities Association
154 West State Street, 1st Floor
Trenton, NJ 18608

Thomas Churchelow
New Jersey Utilities Association
154 West State Street, 1st Floor
Trenton, NJ 18608

SERVICE LIST

ELIZABETHTOWN GAS

Thomas Kaufmann
Elizabethtown Gas
520 Green lane
Union, NJ 07083

SOUTH JERSEY GAS COMPANY

Richard DeRose
South Jersey Industries
1 South Jersey Plaza, Route 54
Folsom, NJ 08037

Stacy Mitchell
South Jersey Gas Company
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LIGHT

Mark Mader
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Morristown, NJ 07962

* Indicates individual to receive letter response in hard copy.
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Board of Public Utilities

44 South Clinton Avenue, 3~ Floor, Suite 314
Post Office Box 350

Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350
’ www.ni.qovlbpul

WATER

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF SUEZ WATER )
PRINCETON MEADOWS, INC. FOR DEFERRED )
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY FOR THE FINANCIAL )
IMPACT OF WASTE REMOVAL FROM SLUDGE )
LAGOONS )

Parties of Record:

ORDER

DOCKET NO. WF17030186

Bryant Gonzalez, Esq,, Corporate Attorney, SUEZ Water Princeton Meadows, lnc.
Stefanie A. Brand, Esq., Director, New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel

BY THE BOARD:

On March 2, 2017, SUEZ Water Princeton Meadows inc.1 ("SWPM," "Company" or "Petitioner"),
a public utility of the State of New Jersey, subject to the jurisdiction of the New Jersey Board of
Public Utilities, filed a verified petition pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-16, N.J.S.A. 48:2-21.1 and
N.J.S.A. 48:2-23, seeking authorization for deferred accounting treatment of actually incurred
costs related to maintenance to ensure compliance, safe discharge and preparation for
abandonment/retirement of the detention lagoon that is not otherwise recovered through its
currently approved base rates. The Company proposes that the appropriate amortization pedod
for such deferred costs be addressed in its next base rate case.2

The detention lagoon ("lagoon" or "facility") is an earthen basin and serves to equalize
fluctuating diurnal flow, maintain consistent head pressuretflows on the final stage of the
process where chlorination, disinfection and de-chlorination take place prior to discharge to the
surface water outfall. The facility is going to be required to meet more stringent discharge limits
by December 31, 2019, during which time the lagoon will be undergoing significant upgrades
that will significantly affect the rate bas.e of-Petitioner. To insure DEP Discharge Permit

1 SWPM provides wastewater service to approximately 3,500 customers in a portion of the Township ot=

Ptainsboro, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
= SWPM current rates were approved by the Board in I/M/O the Petition of Princeton Meadows Utility
~_o._mpanv, Inc. for Approval to Increase its Rate for Sewer Service and Chanqe in De~0reciation Rates
(BPU Docket NO. WR92040394J, OAL Docket No. PUC3110-92, May 11, 1993). By letter dated
November 12, 2015, the Petitioner’s Counsel notified the Board that United Water Princeton Meadows,
Inc. was changing its name to SUEZ Water Princeton Meadows, Inc.
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compliance, the Petitioner will address shod-circuiting issues caused by material accumulation
that has limited the detention time and repair of baffling devices. Most of this work would be
considered a cost to remove as part of the retirement of the lagoon if completed as part of the
upgrades. Although this work would be part of the facility’s upgrades, it needs to be accelerated
due to environmental regulatory compliance risk. The Company intends to complete this work
in 2017.

The estimated costs associated with the pre-retirement work for which SWPM is seeking
deferral authority is not to exceed $375,000 and includes cost of external labor, contractor
costs, equipment, and other costs that are directly related to proposed work, No ongoing,
routine expenses are included in the requested deferral accounts established for costs
associated with this project. In addition, the Company states that the current costs will be
classified as either capital/cost to remove or sludge removal (i.e., expense) depending on the
final upgrade design.

The Company responded to discovery requests from Board Staff and the New Jersey Division
of Rate Counsel ("Rate Counsel").

By letter dated July 6, 2017, Rate Counsel submitted comments regarding Petitioner’s request.
Although Rate Counsel does not object to Petitioner’s request for deferred accounting authority,
Rate Counsel "believes that the Board should establish terms that limit the magnitude of the
deferred expense and terms that establish the appropriate amortization pedod if the
accumulated expense is subsequently treated as an operating expense rather than a cost of
removal in the Company’s next base rate proceeding." (Comment at 1-2.) Thus, Rate Counsel
conditionally does not object to the Company’s request to defer on its books and records, for
accounting purposes only, the actually incurred costs related to maintenance to ensure
compliance, safe discharge and preparation for abandonment/retirement of the detention lagoon
that is not othen~ise recovered through its currently approved base rates.

Specifically, Rate Counsel recommends that any Board approval of the petition contain the
following language:

This Order shall not be construed as directly or indirectly fixing for any
purposes whatsoever any value of any tangible or intangible assets now
owned or. hereafter to be owned by the Petitioner. The value of the
regulatory asset created as a result of the approved deferral shall not
exceed $375,000.

2) This Order shall not affect nor in any way limit the exercise of the
authority of this Board or of this State, in any future Petition or in
any proceedings with respect to rates, franchises, service, financing,
accounting, capitalization, depreciation, or in any other matter affecting
the Petitioner. The Board specifically reserves the right to review the
pruriency of the recommendation of the Petitioner’s engineering
evaluation of the alternatives to the continued use of the existing
wastewater treatment facility.

2 DOCKET NO. WF17030186
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3)

4)

This Order fixes the term of the amortization of the regulatory asset
created as a result of this approval to twenty years. To the extent that
the accumulated cost is determined to be an operating expense the
amodization shall begin at the conclusion of the Petitioner’s next base
rate proceeding.

The petitioner shall not apply a return on the monthly unamortized
deferred cost balances from the initial deferred cost booking until the rate
effective date of the Petitioner’s next base rate case.

5) If the costs deferred under this authorization are not determined to be
a cost of removal in the Petitioner’s next base rate proceeding, the
Petitioner shall not apply a rate of return to the unamortized balances
after the effective date of the Petitioner’s next base rate case.

[Comment at 8].

After reviewing the record, the Board FIND~S that the Petitioner’s request for deferral authority is
reasonable, in the public interest, and in accordance with the law. The Board HEREBY
AUTHORIZES Petitioner to defer on its books, for accounting purposes only and without
interest, actually incurred costs related to maintenance to ensure compliance, safe discharge
and preparation for abandonment/retirement of the detention lagoon that is not otherwise
recovered through its currently approved base rates. The Board ORDERS that the prudency
and recovery and the appropriate amortization period for such deferred costs be addressed in
the Company’s next base rate case.

This Order is subject to the following additional conditions:

1. This Order shall not be construed as directly or indirectly fixing for any purposes
whatsoever the value of any tangible or intangible assets not owned or hereafter to be
owned by Petitioner.

This Order shall not affect or in any way limit the exercise of the authority of this Board
or of this State in any future petition or in any proceeding with respect to rates,
franchises, service, financing, accounting, capitalization, depreciation, or in any other
matter Petitioner.

Approval of this deferred accounting treatment request constitutes approval for
accounting purposes only and does not constitute approval for ratemaking purposes;
any determination of the appropriateness or reasonableness of the costs and expenses
shall be made in an appropriate subsequent proceeding.

3 DOCKET NO. WF17030186
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This Order shall be effective on August 5, 2017.

DATED: ~ \ Z’.,,\,n BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

=H L. FIORDALISO
COMMISSIONER ~oARYLoA, NNA HOLDEN

MMISSIONER

DIANNE ~OLOMON
COMMISSIONER

IRENE KIM’ASBUI~Y
SECRETARY //

4 DOCKET NO, WF17030186
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IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF SUEZ WATER PRINCETON MEADOWS, INC. FOR
DEFERRED ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY FOR THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF WASTE

REMOVAL FROM SLUDGE LAGOONS
Docket WF17030186

SERVICE LIST

Bryant Gonzalez, Esq.
Corporate Attorney
SUEZ
461 From Road, Suite 400
Paramus, NJ 07652
Bryant..qonzalez~suez-na.com

Stefanie A. Brand, Esq., Director
Division of Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4~ Floor
Post Office Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625-0003
sbrand@,rpa.state.ni..~F

Irene Kim Asbury, Esq.
Secretary of the Board
Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 3"~ Roor, Suite 314
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625-0350
Irene.Asburv(~.bpu.nLaov

Maria Moran, Director
Division of Water
Board of Public Utilities
44 South C1inton Avenue, 3~ Floor, Suite 314
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625-0350
Maria.Moran~.bDu.ni.Qov
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
¯ Board of Public Utilities

44 South Clinton Avenue, 9t~ Floor
Post Office Box 350

Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350
www.ni.nov/b~u!

WATER

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF UNITED )
WATER WEST MILFORD INC. FOR DEFERRAL )
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY FOR THE FINANCIAL )
IMPACT OF THE SETTLEMENT OF LITIGATION WITH )
BALD EAGLE COMMONS BUILDING ASSOCIATION )

ORDER ADOPTING
STIPULATION

DOCKET NO. WF14070804

Parties of Record:

Kelly K. Ruggiero, Esq., Corporate Attorney, on behalf of United Water West Milford
Stefanie A. Brand, Esq., Director, New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel

BY THE BOARD~:

On July 29, 2014 pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-16, N.J.S.A. 48:2- 21.1 and N.J.S.A. 48:2-23, United
Water West Milford Inc. ("UWWM, Company, "Petitioner"), a public utility of the State of New
Jersey, providing wastewater service to approximately 500 customers in certain portions of the
Township of West Milford, Passaic, County, New Jersey and subject to the jurisdiction of the
Board of Public Utilities ("Board"), filed a petition seeking authority from the Board to defer on its
books the actually incurred costs resulting from the settlement of the litigation brought by Bald
Eagle Commons Building Association ("BECBA" or "Bald Eagle Commons") against UWWM in
New Jersey Superior Court Document No PAS-L-4863-12 (the "Litigation Settlement ") that are
not otherwise recovered through the Company’s currently approved Base rates. The Company
proposed that the appropriate amortization period of such deferred costs be addressed in its
next base rate case.

BACKGROUNDIPROCEDURAL HISTORY

According to the petition, Bald Eagle Commons and Petitioner have been communicating since
20t0 about the perceived movement of a stone retaining wall running along Richmond Road in
BECBA’s residential development. Said retaining wall is situated adjacent to the property upon
which UWWM’s sewer system disposal beds are located. The petition states that in February
2012, Bald Eagle Commons asserted that a portion of said retaining wall was failing and that the

~ Commissioner Upendra J. Chivukula recused himself due to a potential conflict of interest and as such
took no part in the discussion or deliberation of this matter.



retaining walt. belonged to UWWM. The Petitioner states that it is unclear who owned the
retaining wall or who was responsible for mainlining it. The Petitioner states that it offered
temporary monitoring and safety measures for the retaining wall whi~e {he Company researched
the ownership and maintenance issues. The Company states that in May 2012, Bald Eagle
Commons notified UWWM that Bald Eagle Commons would take down the retaining wall if
UWWM did not agree to take ownership of the wail in an easement from Bald Eagle Commons.
UWWM asked for time to review the impact that the removal of the retaining wall would have on
its disposal beds and reiterated its offer for temporary safety measures in the interim. Bald
Eagle Commons filed a complaint seeking emergency injunctive relief against Petitioner in New
Jersey Superior Court, Chancery Division in November 2012. injunctive relief was denied and
BECBA withdrew its compfaint on November 27, 2012. Bald Eagle Commons refited its
complaint, in New Jersey Superior Court, Law Division in January 20t3.

UWWM and Bald Eagle Commons subsequently engaged in settlement .discussions and
ultimately agreed to a settlement ("settlement") that among other things: resulted in Bald Eagle
Commons voluntarily withdrawing its Law Division litigation in May 2013;2 a settlement payment
by UWWM to Bald Eagle Commons; provided that Bald Eagle Commons would
replace/supplement the failing portions of the retaining wall; and that Bald Eagle Commons
would acknowledge its ownership and maintenance obligations of the retaining wall on going
forward basis. UWWM and Bald Eagle Commons executed a written settlement document in
May 20"f4. The Petitioner states that while it is UWWM’s position that the Company did not own
the property the failing retaining wall sits on and was not responsible for maintaining that portion
of the retaining wall itself; that BECBA has a different opinion as to ownership and maintenance
of the retaining wall, and has demonstrated a clear intent to litigate; and that the Company has
an obligation to ensure the UWWM sewer system drying beds adjacent to the failing retaining
watl are not compromised. Finally, ~.he Petitioner stated that it was it was the Company’s
estimate that total costs to UWWM may have exceeded $t,000,000.

The Company estimated that the costs associated with the settlement amounted to $293,633,
which included the costs of the settlement, legal fees and engineering fees that would otherwise
not have been incurred. The Petitioner maintains that these costs represent actual prudently
Incurred costs that were associated with resolving the costly ongoing property dispute and
achieving the settlement.

Thts matter was retained by the Board.

STIPULATION

The Parties to this Stipulation, UWWM, the Division of Rate Counsel ("Rate Counsel"), and the
Staff of Board of Public Utilities ("Staff") engaged in settlement discussions which resulted in the
following Stipulation~:

1. UWWM may defer on its books and records $293,980 for accounting purposes only,
reflecting actual expenses incurred through October 31, 2014 (see Stipulation Exhibit A).

2 An Order of Dismissal was entered on May 22, 2013.
3 Although described in this Order at some length, should there be any conflict between this summary and

¯ the Stipulation, the terms oft~e Stipulation control, subject to the findings and conclusions in this Order.
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UWWM may defer any additional expenses for accounting purposes only associated
with the sett{emerrt that incurred after October 31, .2014 and that are not reflected in
base rates. These additional expenses are subject to a maximum cap of $20,000.

No ongoing, routine expenses are included in the requested deferral accounts
established for costs associated with the settlement.

The ratemaking treatment of the costs associated with the settlement will be determined
in UWWM’s next base rate case, at which time P~ate Counsel and Staff will examine the
reasonableness and pruriency of such co,~ts.

The amortization period for the costs listed on Stipulation Exhibit A will be addressed in
UWWM’s next base rate case.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

The Board, having reviewed the petition, and Stipulation settling the petition, FINDS that the
Parties have voluntarily agreed to the Stipulation and that the Stipulation fully disposes of all
issues in this proceeding and is consistent with the taw. The Board FINDS that the Stipulation
to be reasonable, in the public interest, and in accordance with the law. The Board HEREBY
ADOPTS the Stipulation as its own, as if fully set forth here. The Board HE_R.EBY ORDERS
that Petitioner shall be allowed to defer on its books and records, for accounting treatment only,
the above described costs associated with the litigation with Bald Eagle Commons.

This Order is subject to the fotiowing additional conditions:

1. This Order shalf not be construed as directly or indirectly fixing for any purposes
whatsoever the value of any tangible or intangible assets not owned or hereafter to be
owned by Petit[oner.

This Order shall not affect nor in any way limit the exercise of the authority of this Board
or of this State in any future petition or in any proceedings with respect to rates,
franchises, service, financing, accounting, capitalization, depreciation, or in any other
matters affecting United Water West Milford, Inc.

Approval of this deferred accounting treatment request constitutes approval for
accounting purposes only and does not constitute approval for ratemaking purposes;
any determination of the appropriateness or reasonableness of the costs and expenses
shall be made in an appropriate subsequent proceeding.

3 BPU DOCKET NO. WF14070804



This Order is effective on December 26, 2014.

~IHsi ~DR~)N~MROZ

BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

COMMISSIONER
~.,

HOLDEN
ISSIONER

DIANNE SOLOMON
COMMISSIONER

KRISTI ]ZZO
SECRETARY
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IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF UNITED WATER WEST MILFORD INC, FOR
DEFERRAL ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY FOR THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE

SE’I-T’LEMENT OF LITIGATION WITH BALD EAGLE COMMONS BUILDING ASSOCIATION
DOCKET NO. WF14070804

SERVICE LIST

Kelty K. Ruggiero, Corporate Attorney
United Water Management & Services, inc.
200 Old Hook Road
.Harr~ngton Park, New Jersey 07640

Stefar~ie A. Brand, Esq., Director
Division of Rate Counsel
t40 East Front Street, 4~ Floor
Post Office Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625-0003

Debra Robinson, Esq.
Division of Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4th Floor
Post Office Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625-0003

Christine Juarez, Esq.
DMsion of Rate Counsel
140 East Front Street, 4I" Floor
Post Office Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625-0003

Christopher Psihoulas, DAG
Department of Law & Public Safety
Division of Law
124 Halsey Street
Post Offme Box 45029
Newark, NJ 07101-45029

Alex Moreau, DAG
Department of Law & Public Safety
Division of Law
124 Halsey Street
Post Office Box 45029
Newark, NJ 0710~-45029

Geoffrey Gersten, DAG
Department of Law & Public Safety
Division of Law
124 Halsey Street
Post Office Box 45029
Newark, NJ 0710t-45029

Maria Moran, Director
Board of Public Utilities
Division of Water
44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625-0350

Michael Kammer
Board of Public Utilities
Division of Water
44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625-0350

Edward Hiott
Board of Public Utilities
Division of Water
44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor
Post Office Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625-0350
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GARY S, ~EETTYMAN
Senlor D;re~or - Regulatory Business

200 OLD HOOK ROAD
HARRtNGTON PAR, K, N:] 07640
TEL.201-784~-7083
FAX 201-750~572B
EMAIL Ganf, Pre~tymar~@UnltedWater.co m
WWW,UNITEDWATER,COM

November 24, 2014

Kristi Izzo, Secretary
44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor
P.O. Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625-09,50

RE: ’In The Matter of the Petition of United Water West Milford,
For Approval of Deferral Accounting Authority for the Financial lm pact
of the Settlement of Utigation with Bald Eagle Commons Building Association
BPU Docket No. WF1407(]804

Dear Secretary Izzo,

Enclosed for filing please find an original and ten(lO} copies, plus one additional copy, of a
Stipulation of 5etttement executed by Petitioners, United Water West Milford, Inc., The Division
of Rate Counsel and the Staff of the Board of Public Utilities, In the above referenced matter.
Please stamp the additional copy "filed" and return in the self-addressed, stamped envelop
provided.

Thanks you foryour attention to this matter.

Gary S. Prettyman
Senior Director- Regufotory Business

Enclousure
Cc: Service List via e-maif
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Maria L. Moran, Director
Division of Water
Board of Public Utilities
44 So. CHaron
P,O. Box 350
Trenton, NJ 08625
maria,moran@bpu,state~j.us

Michael Kammer
Division of Water
Board of Public Utilities
44 So. Clinton Ave.
P.O. Box 350
Trenton, N~ 08625
.mike..kam mer~bpu..s~tam.~j ;us.

Ed Hiott
Board of Pablie Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue
P.O. Box 350
T~ton, NJ 08625
~w~ard.Hio~@bvu.st~ste.nj.u~

Alex Moreaig DAG
Division of Law
t24 Halsey Street
P.O, Box 45029
Newark, NJ 07101
~!¢~mor~u@doi,lps.stat0.ni

Geoffrey Gersten, DAG
Dept, of Law & Public Safety
Division of Law
124 Halsey Stre¢t- 5t~ Floor
Newark, New Jersey 07102
Geoffrey_ ~gersten _~01,hys.stat~

Christopher Psihoules, DAG
Division of Law
Dept, of Law and Publie Safety
I24 Hals¢y Street
P.O. Box 45029
Newark, 1~ 07101
e~hri.sto_oher.psihoules~.dol.lps.stat

Stefanie A. Brand, Esq,
Direotor
Div, of Rate Counsel.
140 East Front Street-4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625

Debra F. Robinson, Esq,
Water & Wastewater
Managing Attorney
Die, of Rate Counsel
140 East Front 8tre~t-4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625
drobinso@rpa.state,nj,fi,s.

Susan E, McClure, Esq.
Division of Rate Counsel
140 East From Street-4a. Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NI 08625
smcclur,~ r~ .a,S~_~ts. nj ,.u~ ~.

Christine M. Juarez, Esq.
Division of Rate Counsel
I40 East Front Street-4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NI 0862:5
.e_iu~z@r0a.state, nj.us

Darlene Nichols, Paratega!
Division of Rate Count!
140 East Front Street-4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, NJ 08625
Darlene Nichols
~ ichol~@r0a.sta.te.nj .us

James C. Cagle
Vi¢� President Regulatory
Business
United Water Management &
Services
200 Old Hook Road
Harrington Park, NJ 07640
~_im.Cagle@UnltedWater,com

Laumnt Carrot, C~neml Manager
°United Water West Milford
200 Lakeshoro Drive
Haworth, New Jersey 07641
Laurent, Carroff’~_,UnitedWa~r,com

Kelty Ruggiero
Corporate Attorney Operations
United Water Management &
Services
200 Old Hook Road
Harrington Park, NJ 07640
Kelly.Ru _tggfi~.r~’~_ united water, .eo~

Emad Sidhom
Dir Engineering UWN37NY
United Water New Jersey
650 From Road, Suite 255
Paramus,.Nl 07652
Emad.Sidhom@unitedwater.eom



BALD :
COMMONS BUILDI~NG ASSOCIATION:

APPEARANCES:

Kelly Ruggiero, ]~sq., on behalf of Unitvd Water West Milford Ino., P~itioner

Alex Moreau, Deputy Attorney General and Christopher Psihoules, Deputy Attorney
O~cral
(John J. Ho~an, Acting A[torney General of New Jersey), on behalf of the Staff of the
Board of Publ~ic Utilities

Debm F. Robinson, F~q., Deputy Rate Counsel, Christine M. ~ruarez, Esq., Assistant
Deputy R~e Counsel, on behalf of the Division of Rate Counsel (Stefanie A. Brand,
D . or)

~ HONORABLE BOARD OF PUBLIC Lr~ILITIES:

The Parties in this proceeding are U~ted Water West Nfilford Inc. (the "Company"

or "P~titioncr"), the Division of P,~tte Counsel (’~Rate Counssr’), and the Staff of the Board of

Public Utilities ("Board S~ff").

On July 29, 2014, Petitioner, a public utility corporation of the State of New ~ersvy,

filed a petition with the Board of Public Utilities (the "Board") seeking permission to defer on its

books the actually incurred costs of settlement of the litigation brought by Bald Eagle Comraons

Building Association ~ECBA) agains~ UW’W’M in New Jersey Superior Court, Docket No. PAS-

L-4853-12 that arc not otherwise recowred through its currently approved base rates. The

Company proposed that the appropriat~ amortization period for such deferred costs will bc

addressed in the Company’s next base rate case. -



As s~ forth in the petition, in November 2012, BECBA comm~noexl a lawsuit

against UWWM as a re~tt Of a dispute between the partias re~g ownership and maintenance

respomibLlities with r~spect to a failing retaining wail in BECBA’s residential dvvelopment. While

it was UWWM’s position that UWWM did not own the property the failing wall sits on and was

not r~ponsible for maintaining that portion of the w~l itself, BECBA had a different opinion as to

owne.xship and maintenance of the wail, and demonstrated a clear intent to litigate. Moreover,

UWWM had an obIigation to ensure the UWWM sewer system drying beds adjac, nt to the failing

wall were not compromised. It was UWWM’s estimate that absent settlement of the matter, the

total costs that could have been incurred by UWWM may have exceeded $1,000,000. UWWM and

BECBA reached a mutually agr~able settlement of the litigation in the Spring of 2014. As noted

above, UWWM filed the within petition seeking permission to d~fer on its books the actually

incurred costs of settlerneaat of the litigation with the Board on ffuly 29, 2014.

Subsequent s~ttlement discussions among the Parties hereto were held, and the

agreements r~ched during those discussions have resulted in the following stilmlations by the

Parties:

1.    The Parties agree that UWWM may defer on its books $293,980 for

accounting purpos~ only, reflecting actual expenses incurred through October 31, 2014 (sea

attached Exhibit A).

2.    The Parties agree that U-WWM may defer any additional expenses for

accounting purposes only associated with the Litigation Settlement that are incurred after October

31, 2014 and that ar~ not reflected in base rates. These additional expenses are subject to a

maximum cap of $20,000.

3.    No ongoing, routine expenses are included in the requested deferral

accounts established for costs associated with the Litigation Settlement.

2



4.    The ratemakiug ~eatment of the costs associated with the Litigation

Setflwnent will be dete,.rmin~i in UWWM’s next ba,~ rato cas~, at which time Rato Counsel and

Board Staff will examine the ~asonablen~ss and prudency of such costs.

5.    The amortization period for the costs listed on ]5~ddbit A attached to this

Stipulation v~ll be ~dre~e.d in the Company’s next base rate case.

6.    This Stipulation is the product of negotiations by the P ~arties, and it is an

express condition oft_he settlement embodied by tbJs Stipulation that it be presented to the Board

in its entirety without modification or condition. It is also the h~tent of the Parties to this

Stipulation that th~ settlement, once accepted and approved by the Board, shall govern all

issues si~ified and agreed to herein. The Parties to this Stipulation spedfic~ly agree that if

adopted in its ~n~ety by the Board, no appeal shall be taken by them from the order ado~dng same

as to those issnes u~n which the Parties have stipulated herein. The Parties agr~ that the within

Stipulation reflects mutual balancing of va~ous issues and positions and is intended to be

accepted end approved in i~ entirety. ]~nch term is vital to this Stipulation as a whole, since

the Pa~ies hereto expressly and jointly state that they would not have signed this Stipulation had

any terms been modified in any way,.. In the event any particular aspect of this Stipulation is not

accepted and approved by the Board, then any Party hereto materially affected thereby shall no~

be bound to proce.cd under this Stipulation. The Parties further agree that the purpose of this

Stipulation is to reach fair and zeasonable rates, wRh any compromises being made in the spirit

of reaching an agreement. Non~ of the Parties shall be prohibited from or prejudiced in

arguing a different policy or position before the Board in any other proceeding, as such

agreements per~n only to ~s matter and to no other matter.

7.    Tlds Stipulation may be executed in as many counterparts as there are
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Parties of this Stipulation, each of which counterparts shall bo an original, but all of which

shall consfi~e one and the same iasmmxent.

8.    WHEREFORE, the Parties hereto do msp~tl~ly submit this Stipulation

and request that the Board issue a decision and order approving this Stipulation in its entirety, in

aooordance with the terms hereof, as soon as rcasoaably possible.

UNITED WATER WEST MILFORD INC.

By:

JOHN J. HOFFMAN
ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAL OF NEW JERSEY
Attomoy for Staff of the Board of Public Utilities

Date
By’.

Alex Moreau, Esq.
Deputy Attorney Genm~

STEFANIE A. BRAND
DIRECTOR, DMSION OF RATE COUNSEL

Date
By:

Christine M. Juarez, Esq.
Assistant Deputy Rat~ Counsel
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Stipulation, eaoh of’ whleh e0untorl~arts shal! t), an original, but all of whi.oh.

8.    WHEREFORE, the Pa~s horoto do rospectfolly ,ubmit this Stipulation

and ~est that ~, Board issue a dcoision and order approving this Stipulation in its entirety, fn

UNITED WATER WEST MILFORD

Dato

JOHN" J. HOFFMAN
ACTING ATTORNEY OENERAL OF NEW J~RSEY
Attorney for Staff of’ the Board of Put)lie Utilities

By: ..                        .
Alex Moz’~ati, Esq.
.D~puty Atto~oy General

STEFANIE A, BRAND
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL

¯ Date,
Byi.

Christins M, ffuaroz, Esq..
Assistam Depuiy Rate Couns*l



shall eomlitute one and the same instrument.

8. WHEREFORE, the Parties hereto do respec~t’ully submit this Stipulation

and ~equest tim the Board i~ue a de~ision and order al~roving this Stitadatton in its entirety, in

a~.ordame wi~h fl~ tram hm’eof, as ,oon as reasonably possible.

UNITED WATER WEST MILFORD INC,

.rOHN J. HOFFMAN
ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAL OF NEW JERSEY
Attorney for 8taffof the Board of Publie Utilities.

Alex Moreau, Esq.
D~u~y Attorney General

8TEFANIE A, BRAND
DIRECTOR, DrvISION OF RATE COUNSEL

By:

Assistant Deputy RW, e ¢oueael



Updated P.ctua! Through,October 3z. 2014

UW We~ Milford Sewer
Stone Well (Deferred Coet~)

ARCHER & GREINER PC
ARCHER & GREINER PC
BALD EAGLE COMMONS BUiLDiNG ASSOC.
BALD F.AGLE COMMONS BUILDING ASSOC.
BUCK SBFERT & JOST
CREW ENGINEERS INC
GARDELL LAND SURVEYING LLC

Legal
Settlement Cost
Temporary Barrier
Move Power Conduit (1)
Engineering
Engineering
Survey

Actual Through

9,150

15,510
6,807
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Board of Public Utilities

44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor
Post Office Box 350

Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350
~,.nj.flov/bpu/

ENERGY

1N THE MATTER OF THE BOARD’S REVIEW OF THE )
PRUDENCY OF THE COSTS INCURRED BY NEW )
JERSEY UTILITY COMPANIES IN RESPONSE TO )
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Parties of Record:

Andrew K. Dembia, Esq., for New Jersey Natural Gas Company
Stefanie A. Brand, Esq., Director, New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel

BYTHEBOARD:

On March 20, 2013, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities ("Board") issued an Order
establishing a genedc proceeding to review the prudency.of costs incurred by New Jersey
utilities in response to multiple Major Storm Events1 in 2011 and 20122 ("March 20 Order").
Among other things, the March 20 Order required any utility seeking reimbursement for these
costs from its ratepayers to file a detailed expense report by July 1, 2013, for evaluation and
pruriency review under its own separate sub-docket within the generic proceeding. March 20
Order at 3.

In response to the March 20 Order, on July 1, 2014, New Jersey Natural Gas Company
("NJNG" or "Company") filed a petition with the Board requesting recovery of preparation,
response and restoration costs associated with Superstorm Sandy. According to the petition, the

i Major Storm Event is defined as sustained impact on or interruption of utility service resulting from
conditions beyond the controt of the utility that affect at least 10 percent of the customers in an operating
area. March 20 Orderat 2.
2 In re: the Board’s Establishin.q a Generic Proceedinq to Review the Pruriency of Costs Incurred by .NJ.
Utility Companies in Response to Major Storm Events in 20tl and 2012, Docket No. AX13030196, March
20, 2013.



estimated Major Storm Event costs as of the date of the filing through March 31, 2013 totaled
approximately $38.8 million. The Company filed an update with the Board on August 26, 2014 in
which it represented that, as of June 30, 2014, NJNG has deferred approximately $15.2 million of
incremental operations and maintenance ("O&M") costs, and incurred-approximately $33,5 million
of capital investments. These costs are associated with Superstorm Sandy; NJNG is not seeking
review of costs related to any other Major Storm Event.

NJNG requested that it be permitted to fully recover its deferred O&M and capital investments in its
next base rate proceeding, in accordance with the Board’s May 29, 2013 Order~ ("May 29 Order’),
which authorized NJNG to defer on its books, for accounting purposes only and without interest,
actual~y incurred prudent otherwise unreimbursed, incremental Major Storm Event costs not
otherwise recoverable through base rates or insurance. In the May 29 Order, the Board has
further directed that the pruriency and recovery of any deferred uninsured Superstorm Sandy
related expenses will be reviewed in a future proceeding which approved the Company’s request
for deferred accounting treatment of actually incurred uninsured incremental storm costs
associated with Supe~storm Sandy that were not otherwise recovered through the Company’s
approved base rates.

E~y Order dated November 22, 2013, this matter was retained for hearing at the Board, and
Commissfoner Dianne Solomon, was designated as the presiding Commissioner with authority
to rule on all matters that arise during the proceeding. On January 2, 20t4, Commissioner (then
President) Solomon issued an initial Order Setting Bar Date for the filing of motions to intervene,
Manner of Service and Preliminary Schedule. Commissioner Solomon issued a Preheating
Order along with a procedural schedule for this matter on February 7, 2014. Throughout the
course of this matter, the Company, the Division of Rate Counsel ("Rate Counsel") and Board
staff (co[fectively, "the PaNes") have engaged fn discovery.

After notice in newspapers of general circulation within NJNG’s service territoryl and the serving
of notice upon affected municipalities and counties within the Company’s service area, public
hearings were conducted in this matter in Rockaway, New Jersey and Freehold, New Jersey on
February 18 and 19, 2014, respectively. No members of the public appeared at the hearings,
and no written comments were received by the Board, Rate Counsel or NJNG.

STIPULATION:

Following the review of discovery and testimony, the Parties met to d{scuss the issues in this
matter. As a result, on October t4 2014, the Parties executed a stipulation of settlement
("Stipulation"). The Stipulation provides the following4:

(1} The Parties agree that NJNG’s Superstorm Sandy deferred O&M costs through June 30, 2014
of $15,201,449 were reasonably and prudently incurred by the Company and no further O&M
costs related to Superstorm Sandy will be deferred. The pa~ties agree that this amount
represents the total recoverable O&M costs incurred by the Company as a result of Superstorm
Sandy and the other Ma~or Storm Events ident~ed in the March 20 Order, The Parties further
agree that the $33,588,047 in capital investments through June 30, 2014 related to Superstorm
Sandy were reasonably and prudently ir~curred. The agreed Superstorm Sandy costs, as

~tn ~he Matter..o_f.N_.e_w..Jersev Natural Gas Coml~anv’s ReQuest for Deferral Account~n~ Authority for Storm
Darnaqe Restoration Costs related To Hurricane Sandy, May 29, 2013, Docket No, GR12111036, May
29, 2013 ("May 29 Order").
4 Atthaugh described at some length in this Order, should there be any conflict between this summary and
the Stipufation, the terms of the Stipula~:ion control, subject to the findings and conclusions of this Order.
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(2)

(3)

{4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

prov’Kfe~ for in this paragraph reflect the adjustments set forth below, in paragraphs 2 through
6.

For the purpose of settlement,- the Parties agree that the 8uperstorm Sandy deferred O&M
account shall be reduced by $5,135.50, represent~’ng fifty percent (50%) of the $10,271.00
expended for the purchase of Global Positioning System units. This $5,135.50 reduction shall
be treated as ordinary O&M expense.

For the purpose of settlement, the Company agrees to remove $295.t4 expended for
condolence gifts, specifically related to three NJNG employees directly involved with storm
restoration work who had deaths in their families, from its Superstorm Sandy deferred O&M
account and agrees not to seek recovery of these costs from ratepayers in future
proceedings. NJNG represents, that, with this adjustment, the Company’s Superstorrn
Sandy costs do not include any costs for gifts,

NJNG represents that the expenditures for meals included in its Superstorm Sandy costs
only include the costs of meals for non-executive Company employees and mutual aid
providers who were directly involved in storm restoration and emergency management.

NJNG represents that the initial accrued Mutual Aid charges of $140,000 and $93,000
reflected in the Petition have been reversed and that only actuaf Mutual Aid charges have
been included Tn the Company’s Superstorm Sandy costs.

The Superstorm Sandy costs reflected in the petition included a $200,000 reserve for legal
fees to recognize a $200,000 insurance deductibfe regarding potential legal claims against
NJNG from Superstorm Sandy damages. NJNG represents that this reserve was fully
reversed in September 2013 and is not reflected in the costs.

The Parties agree that the $I5,201,449 of prudently deferred O&M costs related to
8uperstorm Sandy that are referenced in Paragraph 12 of the Stipulation will continue to be
deferred without carrying costs and shaft be eligible for recovery in the Company’s next base
rate case which has been ordered to be filed, pursuant to a separate proceeding, no tater than
November 15, 2015.s

The Parties agree that the appropriate amortization period for NJNG’s deferred O&M costs
rotated to Superstorrn Sandy will be addressed by the Parties in the Company’s next base
rate case.

The Parties agree that the NJNG capital investments associated with Superstorm Sandy will
be included in the Company’s rate base in its next base rate case, at net book value and
recovered in the same manner as other prudent capital investments.

There is no rate impact on customers at this time as a result of the deferred O&M and cap[tat
investments incurred by the Company for restoration of the NJNG gas distribution system. The
Parties agree that NJNG will recover the costs associated with Superstorm Sandy in the
Company’s next base rate case, subject to the amortization period for the O&M costs
determined in that case.

5 In The Matter of The Petition of New 3erse¥ Natural Gas Company For Approval o7 The Safety

Acceleration, .a..nd,,.Facilitv Enhancement Program Pursuant.To N.J.S.A. 48:2-23. and Eor A#p~oval of the
Associated Recovery Mechanism Pursuant to N.J.S.A 48:2-2t and 2-21.1. BPU Docket NO.. GO12030255
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(11) With respect to the eligibility of storm-related costs for recovery from insuraqce, NJNG
maintains insurance coverage for certain utility property and for general liability purposes
associated with its business operations. NJNG’s property insurance covers above-ground
property such as office buildings, regulator stations and ~equipment," tiquid natural gas plant
facilities and buildir~gs, warehouses and radio equipment and towers. The insurance proceeds
received to date related to Superstorm Sandy total $409,148.00 and has served to offset the
capital expenditures associated with those assets repaired or replaced. Any additional
insurance proceeds will serve to offset the storm-related capital expenditures identified in this
case and reduce the amount of such capital expenditures to be recovered in the next base rate

(t2) NJNG has not received, and has no pending application for, any cost recover~ from any
governmental program or t~ird party for costs associated with Superstorm Sandy.° NJNG is
actively monitoring progress on possible federat funding for programs which may provide for
cost recovery. In the event .NJNG receives any such federal funding, the Company agrees
to appropriately credit any amount received to offset the deferred O&M andlor capital
investments associated with Superstorm Sandy.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:

The March 20 Order required certain information to be filed by the utilities which would be
reviewed by Board Staff and other interested parties to determine if the preparation, recovery
and restoration costs associated with the Major Storm Events were prudent. According to the
Stipulation, the Major Storm Events costs have been reviewed by the Parties, and it has been
determined that the ma.~ority of the costs incurred by NJNG as a result of Superstorm Sandy are
reasonable and prudent. Based on the Board’s review of the petition and .Stipulation, the Board
HEREBY FINDS that the requirements of the March 20 Order have been satisfied.

e Investor owned uSlities are not eligible for cost recovery from the Federal Emergency Management
Administration for restoration costs. See 42 U.S.C.A. §5172(a)(1)(B) and ~14 C.F.R.§206.221(e). The
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs submitted its Community Development Block Grant
Disaster Recovery Action Plan to the Ur~i~ed States Department of Housing and Urban Development on
March. 27, 2013, describing potential projects to make the utility infrastructure less susceptible to storm
damage as unmet needs of the State. (S~ee Action Plan at p. 2-18). However, to date, costs associated
with those projects or with restoration have not been included in New Jersey’s pending Action Plan
seeking a Community D~velopment Block Grant.
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Based on ’the Board’s careful review and consideration of the record in this proceeding, the.
Board HE.I~EB¥.. EINDS the Stipulation to be reasonable and in accordance with the law, striking
an appropdal~e balance between the needs of customers and of the Company. Therefore, the
Board HEREBY FINDS that the costs associated with Superstorm Sandy as set in the
Stipulation may be recovered from ratepayers in a .future base rate proceeding, Accordingly,
the Board Ht~REBY ADOPTS the Stipulation in its entirety, and HEREBY IN~0RPORATES its
terms and conditions as though f’utly set forth herein.

The Board HEREBY RATIFIES the decisions of Commissioner Solomon rendered during this
proceeding for the reasons stated in her Orders.

This Order shall become effective on October 31, 2014.

"J~SEFH L FIORDALI80
COMMISSIONER

~RI~CHARD S.
EStDENT

BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

HOLDEN
~MISSIONER

DtANNE
COMMISSIONER

UPENDRA J. CHIVUKULA
COMMISSIONER
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STIPULATION OF
SETTLEMENT

To; THE I~IONORABLE COMMISSIONERS OF
THE NEW ffERSEY BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES:

APPEARANCES:

Andrew Dembia, Esq., New Jersey Natural Gas Company for the Petitioner, New Jersey
Nmural Gas Company

Felieia Thomas-Friel, Deputy Rate Counsel, Sarah H. Steindel, Esq. and Christina Juarez,
Esq., Assistant Deputy Rate Counsels, New Jersey Division of Rate Counsd (Stefanie Brand,
Esq., Director)

Alex Moreau, Depub’ Attorney General, for the Staff of the New Jersey Board or* Public
Utilities (John J. Hoffman, Acting Attorney General of New Jersey)

BACKGROUND - DEFERRED ACCOUNTING FILING FOR STORM COSTS
BPU Docket No; GR12t11036
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On November 19, 2012, New Jersey Natural Gas Company 0NJNG, Company or

Petitioner) a public utility of’ the State of New Jersey, subject to the jurisdiction of the New

Jersey Board of Public Utilities (BPU), filed a petition, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-2]~

48:2-21.1 and N..LS.A. 48:2-23, seeking attthorization for deferred accounting treatment of

actually incun’ed uninsured incremental storm costs associated with Superstorm Sandy that are

not otherwise recovered through the Company’s currently approved base ratest (referred to as the

’°Deferred Accounting filing"). Superstonr~ Sandy made landfall in New Jersey on October 29,

2012, with record winds and storm surges, causing unpreeedertted and catastrophic damage in many

areas within the NJNG service territory. The Company proposed that the appropriate amortization

period for such deferred costs be addressed in its next base rate case to be filed no later than

November 15, 2-015.

2. I1~ its Defe~ved Accounting filing, NJNG asserted that the storrn related incremental

expenses that the Company seeks to defer are ~ctual, were prudently incurred and were

associated with the impact of Superston~ Sandy on NJNG’s natural gas. distribution system. The ¯

costs that the Company requested to defer include incremental overtime, contractor costs, mutual

assistance from other utilities, and other directly feinted restoration costs associated with damage

from Superstorm Sandy in the NJNG service territocy. The Company further stated that ongoing,

routine, non-emergency costs have not been included in the requested deferred accounts

established for costs associated with Superstorm Sandy storm damages.

3. By Order dated May 29, 2013, the Board authorized NJNG to defer on its books, for

accounting purposes only and without interest, aetuatly incurred prudent otherwise

~ NJNG’s current b;a~e rates bccmne effective on Octobe), 3, 2008, See, In the Mal~er of the Petition of N0v._Jersey
Natural Gas Como~nv ~or Al~l~rov~t of an ]ncrease in Gas Rat¢~, Docket No, GI~07 ! 10889, October 3,



unreimbursed, incrementa! storm costs not otherwise recoverable through base rotes or

insurance.~ The Board further ordered that the prudency and recovery of any deferred uninsured

Superstorm Sandy related expenses will be reviewed in a future pr6eeeding.

BACKGROUND - GENERIC STORM COST RECOVERY FILING
BPU Docket Nos. AX13030196 and GR13070610

4. By Order dated March 20, 2013, the Board initiated a generic proceeding to evaluate the

prudency ofextraordinary, storm-related costs incurred by all the regulated Utilities as a result of

the natural disasters New Jersey experienced tn 201 t and 2012, thereby satisfying the Board’s

concern that delayed review of extraordinary costs be avoided. The Board would also determine

the manner in which such prudent costs shall be recovered from customers. See.

the Board’s Establishment era Generle pr~9.e.e.e..di!ag to..P, eview the Pruriency of Costs Incurred by

New Jersey UtiliW Companies in R.est~onse to Major Storm Events in.2O]l and2032. BPU

Docket No. AX13030196 (referred to as the "Generic Storm Cost Proceeding"), The Board

required all utilities seeking recovery of unreimbursed costs related to Major Stona~ Events to

submit a comprehensive filit~g detaiting those costs no fater than July 1,20

5. Pursuant to the Board’s Generic Storm Cost Proceeding, on July 1, 20t3, the Company

filed a petitio~ with the Board requesting recovery of preparation, response and restoratioa costs

associated with Superstonn Sa~ady, estimated as.of the date of the filing, through March 31,2013~ to

be $38,8 million (relenTed to as the "Storm Cost Recovery filing"). NJNG requested that it be

In the Matter~0fNew Je~e_v Natural _G~s Comwnv’s Request for Dct’erral Accounfin~ Authority [’or Storm DamaR~
Res¢oration Co.sts related To Hurricane Sandy, Order, May 29, 2013, BPU D~cket No. GR121 i 1036. ("NJNG
Deferred Aceotlnting Order")
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permitted to l~ully recover its deferred O&M and capital investments in its next base rate proceeding,

in accordance with the May 29, 2013 Order approving the Company’s Deferred Accounting filing.

As o1’ Juae 30, 2014, NJNG has deferred approximately $15.2 million o1’ O&M and incul"red

approximately $33.5 million of capital investments. The deferred O&M costs and capita[

investmenls as reflected in the July 3, 2013 Petition and as updated through June 30, 2014, are

detailed in Paragr~pl~ 12 betoxv. The foregoing amounts oil rotate to Superstorm Sandy. NJNG is not

seeking review of costs related to any other Major Storm Event, as defined in the Generic Stor,n

Preceding Order.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
STOR1VI COST RECOVERY FILING

6. By Order dated November 22, 20t3, the Board retained the Company’s S~orm Cost

Recovery filing and appointed President So~oi-non3 as Presidi~g Officer with authority to rule on

motions float arise during the pendeney of these proceedings and modifiy any schedules that may be

set as ~eeessary to secure a just and expeditious detem~ination of the issues.

7. By Order dated January 2, 2014, President Solomon issued a preheating order with a

proposed, procedural schedule that was also posted to tlae Board’s website. Interested parties were

required to submit comments or[ the proposed schedule by January 16, 2014. After reviewing the

proposals exchanged regarding the proposed sctaedule, and after giving due consideration to the

positions ol’tl~e Parties, President Solomon issued a prehe.~ring order dated February 7:2014 setting

forth the procedural schedule. The Parties consented to and requested several adjournment~ of the

filing of Rate Counsel’s wi~aesses’ pro-filed direct testimony in order to conduct settlement

~ At that time, President Solomon was a Commissioner on lhe Board and nm President.
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President Solomon approved all of those requests to allow the Parties to continue

working towards settlement.

8. After appropriate public notice, public hearings on the Petition were held on February 18,

2014 in Roekaway Borough and on February 19, 2014 in Freehold Township. No members of

the pubtic appeared at either publle hearing and no written comments regarding the Petition were

received by the BPU, NJNG or Rate Counset.

9.    NJNG has received and respondecl to afl discovery requests that have been propounded in

this proceeding by BPU Staff and Rate Counsel.

10. Following settlement discussions m-~ong the Parties to address resolution of the Petition,

the following agreement has been reached.

1t. Specifically, in consideration of the tee’ms, covenants, conditions and agreemems

contained herein, it is hereby STIPULATED AND AGREED by representatives ofNTNG, BPU

Staff, and Rate Counsel (the "Par’ties") as follows:

STIPULATED ISSUES

SUI’ERSTORM SANDY RELATED COSTS

I2. The Parties agree that $15,201,449 of NJ’NG’s Superstom~ Sandy defen’ed O&M costs

*~ro~gh June 30, 20t4 were reasonabiy and prudently incurred by the Company and no further

O&M costs related to Superstonn Sandy wil~ be deferred. The Parties agree that this amount

represents the total recoverable O&M costs incurred by the Company as a result of Superstorm

Sandy and the other Major Storm Events identified in the Board’s March 20, 2013 Order in the

Generic Storm Costs Proceeding. The Parties further agree that $33,588,047 in capital investments
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through June 30, 2014 letated to Superstorm Sandy were reasonably and prudently incurred. The

agn’eed Supe~orm Sandy costs as provided for in this parag~aph reflec~ the adjustments set forth

below, in paragraphs 13 through 17.

13. For the purpose of" settle.ment, the Parties agree that the Superstorm Salady deferred O&M

aecoum shall be reducefl by $5,135.50, representing 50% of the $10,271.00 expended for the

purchase of Global Positioning System units, This $5,135.50 reduction shall be treated as ordinary

O&M expense.

14. For the purpose of settlement, flae Company agrees to remove $295.14 expended for

condotence gift, speeificatly related to three NJNG employees directly involved with siotm

restoratlo~a work whe had deaths in their families, from its Superstorm Sandy deferred O&M

account a~ad agn’ees not to seek recovery of these costs fi’om ratepayers in future proceedings.

NJNG represents, that, with this adjustment, the Company’s Superstorm Sandy costs do not

include any costs for gifts.

15. NJNG represents that the expenditures for meals included in its Superstorm Sandy co~ts

only inctude fl~e costs of meals for non-executive Company employees and mutual aid providers

who were directly involved in storm restoration and emergency management.

16. " NYNG represents that the initial accrued Mutual Aid charges of $140,000 and $93,000

reflected in the Petition have been reversed and that only actual Mutual -Aid charges have been

included in the Company’s Superstorm Sandy costs.

I7. The Superstorm Sandy costs reflected in the Petition included a $200,000 reserve for

legal tees to reeog~xize a $200,000 insurance deductible regarding potentia[ legal claims against

NJNG from Superstorm Sandy damages. NJNG represents that this reserve was fully reversed in
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September 20t3 and is not reflected in the costs.

RATEMAFGNG TREATMENT

18. The Parties agree that the $15,201,449 of prudently deferred O&M costs related to

Superstom~ Sandy that are referenced in paragraph 12 will continue to be deferred without can’ying

costs, and will be eligible for recovery in the Company’s next base rate ease which has been

ordered, to be filed, pursuant to a separate proeeedil~g, no later than November 15, 2015.4

I9. The Parties agree that the appropriate amortization period for NYNG’s deferred O&M

e0sts related tO Superstonn Sandy wil! be addressed by the Parties in the Company’s next base

rate case.

20. The Parties agree that the NJNG capital investments associated with Superstorm Sandy

will be included in fine Company’s rate base in its next base rate ease, at net book value and

recovered in the same manner as other prudent capital investments.

RATES

21. There is no rate [mpact on customers at this time as a resu|t o~’the deferred O&M and capita[

investments incurred by the Company for restoration of tile NYNG gas distribution system. The

Parties agree that NJNG will recover the costs associated with Superstorm Sandy in the

Company’s next base t=te case, subject to the amortization period for the O&M costs determined in

fl~at case..

~ In Tile Matter of The Pelition of New Jersey Natural Gas C0,m,p~!~y ,For Approval ofTb.e,S.afety Aceelcratio,n..a~.d
F.aeilitv Enhancement Pm~ram pursua*~t_T0 N, LS~A. ~18:2~23, .and ~.o.r At~t~rcval of the Associated ReeoEe~
Mechanism Pursuant ~:o N,J.S.A 48:2-21 and 2-21,1, BPU Docket N~, GO 12030255



22. With respect So the eligibility of storm-related costs for recovery from insurance, N.ING

maintains insurance coverage for certain utility prope~ and for general liabilily purposes

associa~.ed with its business operations. NTNG’s propert-y insurance covers above-ground property

such as office buildings, regulalor stations and equipment, liquid natural gas plant facilities and

buildings, warehouses and radio equipment and towers. The insurance proceeds received to date

related ~o Superstora~ Sa~dy total $~t09,t48.00 and has served to offset the capital expenditures

~ssooiated with. those asse~s repaired or replaced. Any additional insurance proceeds will serve to

offset the storm-~elated capital expenditures identified in this case and reduce the amount of such

capital expenditures to be recovered in the next b~se rate ease.

23. N3NG has not received, and has no pending application for, any cost recovery from any

ggvernme~atal program or third p~rty for costs associated with Superstorm Sandy.~ N3NG is

actively monitori~ag progress on possible feder~t fundi~g for programs which m~ay provide for

cost recovery. In the event NJNG receives any such federal funding, the Co~rtp~ny agrees to

appropriately credit any amount received to offset the deferred O&M and/or eapita! investments

associated with Superstorm S~aady.

I~URTHER PROVISIONS

24. The Signatory Parties further agree that this Stipulation fully disposes of all issues in

controversy in tl~is proceeding. This Stipulation represents a mutual balancing of interests,

contains interdependent provisions and, therefgre, is intended to be accepted and approved in its

s Investor owned utililies are not eligible for cost recovery from the Federal Emergency Management

Administrmion for restoratigla costs, See 42 U.S.C.A. §5172(a)(t){B) and 44 C.F.R.,§206.22 l(e). Tl~e New
Department of Community Affairs submitted its Community Development Block Grant Dis~ter Recovery Action
Plan to the United States Deparlme~,t or’Housing and Urb,’m t3~velopment ~n March 27, 2013, describing potential
projects to make the u~ility i~li’aslrueture less susceptible to storm damage as unmet needs of the State. ~ Action
Plan at p. 2-18), However, to date, ¢~sts associated with those projects or with restoration have not been included in
New Jersey’s.pending Action Plan seeking a Community Development B rock Gra~it,
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entirety, In the event any provision of this Stipulation is not accepted and approved in its entirety

by the 13oard, any Signatory Party aggrieved thereby will not be bound to proceed with this

Stipulation and will have the right to litigate all issues addressed hereil~ to a conclusion. More

particularly, in the event the Board, in any applicable order(s), does not adopt this Stipulation in

its entirety, then any Signatory Party tlereto is free to pursue its then available legal remedies

with respect to all issues addressed in this Stipulation as though this Stipulation had not been

signed.

25. It is the in~ent of the Signatory Parties that the provisions hereof be approved by the

Board as being irt the public interest. The Signatory Parties further agree tlaat they consider the

Stipulation to be binding on them for all purposes laerein.

26. It is specifically understood and agreed that this Stipulation represents a negotiated

agreement and ]aas been made exclusively for the purpose of these proceedings. Except as

expressly provided herein, N]NG, Board Staff, or Rate Counsel will not be deemed to have

approved, agreed to, or consented to any principle or methodology underlying or supposed to

underlie any agreement provided herein.
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W]IEREFORE, ~he Siglmtory Parties hereto d~ respectfully submit thi.s Stipulation and

rcque~t that thv Board i~sue a Deois{~n ,and Order approving {I [ai[s antir~ty, in accordance with

STEFAINIE A, BRAND, ESQ,, DIRECTOR
NEW JERSEY DIVISION OF RATECOUNSEL

SA~H H. STEtNDEL, ESQ.
ASSISTANT DEP UTY
RATE COUNSEL

JOIIN Jo HOt~’FMAN
ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAl, OF NEW 3ERSEY
Attorney for the Staffof the Board of Public Utilities

By:

D[~PUTY A~ORNEY GENERAL

Date: October 10~2014
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
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ENERGY

IN THE MATTER OF NEW JERSEY NATURAL GAS )
COMPANY’S REQUEST FOR DEFERRAL )
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY FOR STORM DAMAGE )
RESTORATION COSTS RELATED TO HURRICANE )
SANDY )

ORDER APPROVING
DEFERRED ACCOUNTING

DOCKET NO. GR12t 11036

Parties of Record:

Tracey Thayer, Esq., on behalf of Petitioner, New Jersey Natural Gas Company
Stefanie A. Brand, Esq., Director, Division of Rate Counsel

BY THE BOARD:

BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURALHISTORY

On November 19, 2012, New Jersey Natural Gas Company1 ("NJNG" or "the Company"), a
public utility of the State of New Jersey, subject to the jurisdiction of the New Jersey Board of
Public Utilities ("BPU" or "Board"), filed a petition, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21, N.J.S.A. 48:2-
21.1 and N.J.S.A. 48:2-23, seeking authorization for deferred accounting treatment of actually
incurred uninsured incremental storm costs associated with Superstorm Sandy that are not
otherwise recovered through the Company’s currently approved base ratesz. The Company
proposed that the appropriate amortization period for such deferred costs be addressed in its
next base rate casea,

~ New Jersey Natural Gas Company serves approximately 500,000 customers, as of March 31, 2013,
withln Monmouth and Ocean Counties and in certain portions of Burlington, Middlesex, and Mords
Counties.2 NJNG’s current base rates became effective on October 3, 2008 (.!n the Ma~ter of the Petition of New

Jersey Natural Gas Company Eo~A~Drova!~f an Increase in GasRates. Docket No. GR07110889,
October 3, 2008).
~ A base rate case shall be filed no later than November 15, 2015 per the October 23, 2012 Board
approval of the Stipulation in Docket No. GO12030255 (.!n_!~e Matter Qf t~e Petition of New Jersey
Natura} Gas Cor!!Danv for Al~.~o~val.of the Saf~ ,~c~elerati_~ and Facil!~ E~hancement Program
Pursuant to N.J~,S,.~.48:Z-23~.an~dfoFA~prqya.!.......of the Associated Recovery Mechanism Pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 and N.J.S.A. 2-21.t).



In its petition, NJNG asserted that the storm related incremental expenses that the Company
seeks to defer are. actual, were prudently incurred~~ and were associated with the impact of
Superstorm San~fy on NJNG’s natural gas distribution system. The costs that the Company
seeks to defer include.overtime, contractor costs, mutual assistance from other utilities, and
other related expenses that the Company claims were directly resulting from damage and
restoration costs associated with recovery from Superstorm Sandy in the NJNG service territory,
The Company further stated that no ongoing, routine, non-emergency costs will be included in
the requested deferred accounts established for costs associated with Superstorm Sandy storm

D|SGU_S~!QNAND FINDING

The Board has initiated a generic proceedings to evafuate the prudency of extraordinary, storm-
related costs incurred by all of New Jersey’s regulated utilities as a result of the major storm
events~ New Jersey experienced in 2011 and 2012, thereby satisfying the Board’s concern that
delayed review of extraordinary costs be avoided, in this proceeding, the Board will evaluate
and review the pruriency of the Major Storm Event costs that the utitities seek to recover from
their ratepayers.

After reviewing the petition, the Board FINDS that the Company’s request to defer these costs
on its books and records is reasonable, in the public interest, and in accordance with the law.
The Board HEREBy ,AUTHORIZES NJNG to defer on its books, for accounting purposes only
and without interest, actually incurred prudent, incremental storm costs not otherwise
recoverable through base rates or insurance subject to the conditions described below.

As determined in the March 20 Order, the prudency of the deferred incremental and uninsured
Superstorm Sandy related expenses will be reviewed in the generic storm proceeding described
above. Therefore, the Board HEREBY ORDERS that, as a condition for approval of the right to
currently defer unreimbursed storm related costs on its books arid records for accounting
purposes only and without interest, NJNG shall cooperate with staff as the Board reviews the
prudency of storm-related costs in the above referenced generic proceeding, and shall provide
requested information inc{uding, but not limited to the foil.owing by July 1, 2013:

1) An estimate of the total of actually incurred unreimbursad, uninsured, incremental storm
restoration costs;

2) For each oost identified, informatior~ as to the eligibility for, and probability of cost
recovery from insurance, any governmental program or any other third party;

3) The costs and ratemaking treatment for those costs for which the Company continues to
request deferred accounling;

4) The tax treatment expected for each storm-related cost; and

4 While this matter was discussed at the Board’s Aprt129, 2013, agenda meeting, review of the transcript
indicated that the Board did not vote on this matter, It was therefore rescheduled for the May 29, 2013
agenda.
~ !n the Matter of the Board’s Establishment.o.f.a ._G.er~er c.Proceedincl to Review the Prudency of CoSt,_~
Incurred by New Jersey Util!~ Coml~anles. iD. Response to Major Storm Events in 201 land 20! 2; BPU
Docket No. AX13030’~96 (Order dated March 20, 2013).
~ The major storm events ("Major Storm Events") include the following: Hurricane Irene - made landfall at
Little Egg Inlet in New Jersey on August28, 20tl; Snowstorm - Northern New Jersey on October 29,
2011; Derecho Wind Storm - Southern New Jersey on June 30 2012; Superstorm Sandy - made landfall
near Atiantic City, New Jersey on October 29, 2012, and Nor’easter- November 7, 2012,
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5) How the Company intends to report storm related costs for GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles)purposes.

This Order shall not affect nor in any way limit the exercise of the authority of this Board or of this
State in any future petition or in any proceedings with respect to rates, franchises, service,
financing, accounting, capitalization, depreciation, or in any other matters affecting NJNG.

This Order shall be effective on the date this Order is served as required by ~ 48:2-40.

DATED: ~’I2~r¢t[~ BOARD OF PUBLIC UTII.:ITIE8
BY:

ROBERT M. HANNA,
PRESIDENT

IOSEPH L.    ’
~StONER

~AR¥-ANNA HOLDEN
~COMMtSStONER

KRISTt fZZO
SECRETARY
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Board of Public Utilities

Two Gatew=~y Center
Newark, NJ 07102
~_www.nj._qov/bl~uf

IN THE MATTER OF PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC
AND GAS COMPANY’S PETITION TO RECOVER
THE DEFERRED COSTS OF THE ENERGY
INFORMATION AND CONTROL NETWORK
PILOT PROGRAM THROUGH A TEMPORARY
ELECTRIC SOCIETAL BENEFITS CHARGE
COMPONENT, SPECIFICALLY, =THE myPOWER
PILOT PROGRAM CHARGE"

DECISION AND ORDER
AUTHORIZING RECOVERY
OF PILOT PROGRAM
COSTS

DOCKET NOs. EQ04060395,
EO09060465

BY THE BOARD:

(SERVICE LIST ATTACHED)

By letter dated June 1, 2004, Public Service Electric and Gas Company (=PSE&G" or
=Coronanv°~ filed a letter ,~,= i~~.,.t,t,on requesting that the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
(~Board") authorize deferred accounting treatment for costs that the Company would incur for
undertaking a pilot program entitled the Energy Information and Control Network ("EICN°), that
would study the benefits of empfoying new technology in several areas of its customer
operations and delivery service. The stated purpose of the pilot was to create opportunities for
changing customers’ understanding of energy delivery and consumption, and make available
tools to manage energy usage. Originally consisting of five program segments to be offered to
residential and small commercial customers, the Company, by letter dated July 1.5, 2004,
withdrew its request for two of the five segments after the Staff of the Board (= Staff’) expressed
concerns about the impact the proposals could have on customers if they were implemented as
proposed. The pilot, as modified, was estimated by the Company to cost approximately $3.8
million.

The segments, consisting mostly of residential customer participants, were later classified as
the following:

myPower Link:

A utility activated load management segment for residential and commercial customers
where the Company installed an intemet based communicating thermostat, control software,
and wireless two-way communications equipment on participating residential and small
commercial customers’ centra~ air conditioning units and electric heat pumps. The
technology enabled the Company to cycle customers’ equipments during designated



periods of high electricity demand while allowing pilot participants to maintain full flexibility to
override curtailment events~ ...........

myPower Sense:

A TOUlCritical Peak Pricing ("CPP") segment without technology where the participants
were not given programmable thermostats. They were responsible for managing their
usage based upon pricing information dudng specific pedods during the day. The
participants were however given interval meters with two way communication. Participants
were ]3rovided with educational information about methods for saving energy during peak
and critical peak hours and were also alerted by PSE&G the day before a CPP event was
initiated.

myPower Connection:

A TOU,’CPP segment with in-home technology where participants were given programmable
thermostats that could automatically adjust to set points for CPP events, obviating the need
for any customer action for each event. Participants were provided with interval meters with
two way communication and educational information about methods for saving energy
during peak and cdtical peak hours and were also alerted by PSE&G the day before a CPP
event was initiated.

myPcwer Manager:

A Day-Ahead Hourly Pricing ("DAP") segment with technology (ultimately withdrawn)

myPower Control:

A control group was not given any in-home technology or education other than interval
meters.

On August 24, 20041 the Board authorized deferred accounting treatment for the actual
incremental costs associated with the development and implementation of the TOU pdcing, load
management and demand response program segments for a total estimated budget of $3.77
million. The Board did not place a cap on the deferred amount but reserved for future review all
deferred pilot program costs, if requested for recovery by the Company, for prudency,
reasonableness and appropriate manner of recovery,

Also, on July 12, 2004, PSE&G requested that the Board authorize deferred accounling
treatment for costs to be incurred for membership in the Consortium for Electdc Infrastructure to
Support a Digital Society ("CEIDS"), The Company stated that CEIDS could lend its expert
advice dudng implementation of programs to test and deploy advanced infrastructure
technology, and could possibly help fund such efforts. On August 24, 2004, by a separate
Order, the Board authorized deferred accounting treatment for the costs of CEIDS membership
for two years, at a total estimated budget of $1 million. PSE&G states that it subsequently joined
CEIDS and paid $500,000 for a one year membership.

In June 2005, PSE&G notified Staff and the Department of the Public Advocate, Division of Rate
Counsel ("Rate CounseF) that the original budget of $3.8 million had increased to $6.3 million.
The Company stated that the increase was due to several factors unforeseen at the time the
original budget was created.
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Public notice was provided by pubJication in newspapers in general circulation in the Company’s
service territory, and six p.ubtic hearings.on the pilot program were held on the. following dates at
three locations in PSE&G’s service territory: two headngs on September 4, 2008, in Mr. Holly,
New Jersey; two hearings on September 9, 2008, in Hackensack, New Jersey; and two
headngs on September 10, 2008, in Rahway, New Jersey. There were no appearances or
comments at the public hearings.

SUMMARY OF REQUEST:

On February 29, 2008, PSE&G filed a petition with the Board requesting rate recovery of the
deferred costs incurred to run the myPower pilot program. Specifically, PSE&G is requesting
that the Board;

I. Find that the costs associated with all aspects of the myPower pilot program,
approximately $5.2 million, were prudently incurred, reasonable and in the interest of
ratepayers;

2. Authorize PSE&G to recover all costs requested through a new, separate and temporary
electdc Societal Benefits Charge ("SBC") component, specifically, the myPower Pilot
Program component;

Authorize PSE&G to make changes to its Tariff for Electric Service B.P.U.N.J. No, 14
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21, 48:2-21.1 and 48:3-60.

Find that the carrying charge for the pilot program be set based upon PSE&G’s SBC
interest rate currently authorized by the Board.

Allow at the end of the twelve-month recovery period, this temporary rate recovery
component to automatically terminate without further action by the Board and any over
or under collected balance be transferred to the Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy Component of the electdc SBC

In its petition, the Company states that the actual costs incurred for the program were
approximately $5.2 million. During the course of this proceeding, the Company updated its
actual costs from $5.2 million to $5.7 million as a result of an adjustment for carrying costs. As
stated in the petition, the Company’s actual costs of $5.7 million were $1.6 million below the
June 2005 estimate of $7.3 million including the $1 million for CEIDS membership.

STIPULATION:

On June 31, 2009 PSE&G, Staff, and Rate Counsel executed a Stipulation of Settlement
(°Stipulation") recommending that the Board issue a Final Decision and Order approving the
Stipulation which provides for the following:

The parties agree that PSE&G should be permitted to recover $4.728 million of costs
associated with the Pilot Program. The parties further recommend that the Board grant
PSE&G the approval to recover ,.£4.728 million of deferred Pilot Program costs from its
electric customers.
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Recovery of the $4.728 million would be achieved by charging the stipulated myPower
Program cost amount of $4.728 million to the System Control Charge (SCC) deferred
balance. As of May 31, 2009, the SCC is over collected by approximately $7.0 million
including accumulated interest.

IMPACT TO RATES:

As a result of the over collection in the SCC, the effect on rates of the stipulated myPower cost
recovery of $4.728 million will be zero. Thus there will be no rate impact due to this settlement,

DISCUSSION AND FINDING:

The myPower Pilot has provided information that may prove useful to the Board and the other
electric utilities as they continue to develop new solutions to the State’s energy needs while
meeting the mandates of the Energy Master Plan adopted in October 2008.

Therefore, the Board, having reviewed the previous Board Orders that approved PSE&G’s
myPower Pilot Program and associated request to defer the incremental costs, the petition and
the attached Stipulation entered into by all the parties, HEREBY FINDS that the Stipulation is
reasonable, is in the public interest and is in accordance with law. Accordingly, the Board
HEREBY APPROVES the attached Stipulation in its entirety and HEREBY, INCORPORATES
its terms and conditions as if fully stated in this Order.

BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

COMMISSIONER

NICHOLAS ASSELTA
COMMISSIONER

ATTEST:/~ ~

KRISTI IZZO
SECRETARY

,
EANNE M.
RESIDENT

JO~SEPH L FlOf

COMMISS)~ONER
/

ELIZA TM..P, AN D-P~LL
CC~M~ S ’NER

I HEREBY CERTIFY thai the within
document is a lrue copy of the original
in the files ot the Board ql Public
Utilities // "_~’ ,i~

.ISO
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Andrew K~ Demb|~.
AssL~f~nt Corporate l~ate Counsel

Public Service E[ectr|c and Gas Company
80 Pa~k Plaza - TSC, Newark, New ~c~y 0~ 102~ ~ 94
97~0-6145 ~ 973~48~838

June 30, 2009

In the Matter of Public Service Electric and Gas Company’s
Request for Deferral Accounting Authority for the "

Energy Information and Control Network Pilot Program
BPU Docket No. E004060395

Krisfi Izzo, Secretary
Office of the Secretary
Board of Public Utilities
Two Gateway Center
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Dear Secretary Izzo:

Enclosed please find an original and ten copies of a Stipulation of Settlement

(Stiputafior~) in the above referenced matter. The Stipulation was executed by PuNic Service

Eleetric and Gas Company @ublie Service), Board of Public Utilities (Board) Staff, and the

Department of Public Advocate,. Division of Rate Counsel. Public Service re,¢l~ecffuIly requests.

that this Stipulation be setxeduled for consideration and decision at the Board’s Agenda Meeting

currently selaeduled for July 1, 2009.

C Attached Service List

Very trtdy yours,



STATE OF N’t~V¢ IERSEY
BOAKD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

IN THE MATTER Ol~ THE PETITION )
OF PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND )
GAS COMPANY’S REQUEST FOR )
DEFERRAL ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY )
FOR THE ENERGY INFORMATION AND)
COR~T(OL NETWORK PILOT PROGRAM )

BPU DOCKET NO. EO04060395

TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF PUBLIC UTII.ITIES:

It is hereby AGREED, as of the 30t~ day of June 2009, by and between

Public Service Electric & Gas Company ~SE&G, Public Service), the Staff of the Board

of Public Utilities (Board Staff), and the Department of the Public Advocate, Division of

Rate Counsel (Rate Counsel) (eollecfively referred to herein as the Parties) to execute this

Stipulation of SettIement (Stipulation).for the Energy Information and Control Network

(EICN-) Pilot Program and to be bound according to its terms.

"][lae Parties do hereby join in recommending that the Board of Public

Uti~ties ~oard) issue a Final Decision and Order approving this Stipulation.

BACKGROUND

1. On June 1, 2004, Public Service filed a Ietter petition requesting that the Board

authorize approvaI of a pilot program and deferred accounting treatment of costs

¯ that the Company would incur for undertaking a pilot program that would study the

benefits of employing new technology in several areas of its customer operations

and delivery service territot3,. Public Service stated in the letter petition that one of
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the purposes of the pilot program was to create opportunities for alternative ways for

managing energy usage and changing the way customers think about energy

delivery and consumption and to give customers more tools to manage their energy

usage. At that time, Public Service’s proposed pi~ot program was called the EICN

pilot prograrn. The pilot program was ultimately marketed to potentiaI particip~ts

as myPower (hereinafter referred to as the myPower Pilot Program).

The EICN Pilot Pr6gram, as origirtally proposed by tile Company; was comprised of

five separate program segments, two of which were withdrawn pursuant to a July

15, 2004 letter by PSE&G. The three remaining programs for which approval, and

deferred accounting was sought were the following:

A Time of Use ~OU) pricing program.in whiela approximately 1800 customers

would receive t~vo-way interval meters. One-half of these customers would be

subject to "£OU pricing and the other hatf would serve as a control group.

b. A Load I~anagement Program in which app.roximately I00 customers would

have utilitD,-eontroIled toad control equipment installed on specific typ~ of

customer equipment such as central air conditioning. The Company would use

two-way communications to monitor and implement load reductions.

c. A Full Technology Demand Response Program in which in-home displays

would be installed to provide pri~e signals. Appro~dmately 900 customers

wou|d be subject to TOU pricing and would also receive load control devices
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that could be programmed by the customer or activated remoteIy by the

Company.

By Order dated August 24, 2004, the Board found that each oft.he segments of the

Pilot Program have the potential to improve electric customer service; increase

customer satisfaction; reduce overall energy usage; and advance overall service

reliabilit3,. The August 24, 2004 Order also recognized concerns that had been

raised by the Ratepayer Advocate, including the amounts and types of the costs to

be deferred, and the need to document the actual incremental costs incurred and

evaluate such costs in light of the benefits actually accruing from the Pilot Program.

See, UM/O PSE&G’s Request for Deferral Accounting Authority for the Energy

Informatior~ and Control Net~vork Pilot Progarn, BPU Dkt No.: EO04060395.

Au~st 24, 2004, pp. 4-5. The Board ordered that ifPSE&G seeks rate recovery of

any of the Pilot Program costs, Public Service shall submit all doeumentati0n

supporting the accrued incremental costs associated with the segments of the PilOt

Program for a review as to whether such costs are appropriate for knclusion in a

future base rate or otl~er appropriate proceeding, w~th potential cost recovery subject

to a review of whether the incurred costs were prudent, reasonable and in the

interest of ratepayers~. See, ~., at p. 6, The Board directed that implementation of

the’program,segments ~vould be subject to prior Board review and approval of rates

znd ~ariffs associated with the program. On November I2, 2004, PSE&G filed for
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approval of its proposed tariff sheets and associated revenue accounting treatment

for the TOLl pricing programs. At this point the EICN pilot progrmn became known

as the PSE&G myPower pilot programs.

The rnyPower Pilot Program divided the particip~tlts into the following groups:

a. myPower Link- This ~oup ineluded 100 residential and 100 small commercial

customers participating in a utility activated load management segment. These

customers received smart thel~ostats that could be controlled by the Company

tO implement d~rect load ¢ontroI.

b. myPower Sense -379 residential customers participated in a TOU/Critical Peak

Pricing (CPP) segment.

This group of customers

These customers were subject to TOU/CPP pricing,

received educational materials, but did. not receive

automated load control devices.

myPower Connectioa -319 residential customers participated in a TOU!CPP

segment with in-home technology. These customers were subject to the same

TOU/CPP tmSffs as the myPower Sense group. This group received both

educational materials and load-control devices that could be pro~ammed by the

customer.

The myPower Sense.and myPower Connection segments are hereinafter

collectively referred to as the "PricingSegments. "



d. myPow¢r Control Group- 450 customers with characteristics

comparable to the customers participating in the Pricing Segments served as a

control group. Th~se customers remained subject to ~he Company’s e.xis~g

tar~fs and received no in-home technology and no education.

e. The. myPower Pilot Program as developed by the Company also incIuded a

�¢myPower Manager" segment. The proposed 450 par[icipauts in this segme~,t

were to have been subject to Day-Ahead Hourly Prichug (DAP) and CPP, and

were to have received toad control equipment that could be programmed to

respond to price signals. The myPower Manager segment was subsequently

eliminated pursuant to Board Order in this docket dated April 27, 2006 and the

enrolled participants were re-assigned to the myPower Connection segment."

By |etter dated July 12, 2004, Public Service requested that the Board authori~

deferred account~g treatment for costs to be incurred for membership in the

Consortium for ]S[e, ctric Infrastructure to Support a Digital Society .(Ct~IDS). By

Order dated ~ugust 18, 2004, the Board authorized deferred accounting treatment

for thc cost of CEIDS membership for two years, at a total estimated budget of $1

mi.II~on. That Boaed Order. provided that the final determination of the

appropriateness and prudence oJt" the costs ~f CEIDS membership would be made at

the conclusion of the P~lot Program if Public Service were to seek rate recovery of
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such costs. Public Service subsequently joined CEIDS and paid $500,000 for

membership for one year.

6. The Pilot was commenced during the summer of 2005 and concluded at the end of

the summer of 2007.

7. The Compatly filed with the Board a Fi.uat Evaluation Report dated December 27,

2006 for the myPower Link Utility Activated Load Management Pilot Program

(myPower Link Final Report) as well as the Final Report For The myPower Pricing

Segments Evaluation (myPower Final Pricing Segment Report) dated December 21,

2007.

8. On February 29, 2008, Public Service fried a Petition and accompanying exhibits

requestir~g recovery of all costs associated with the Pilot Program.

9. Public N0t~ee was provided and six public hearings on the Pilot Program f’flJ~g were

held on the folIow~g date~ at three locations in Publie Service’s service territory:

two hearings on September 4, 2008, in Mt. Holy, New Jersey; two hearings on

September 9, 2008, in Hackensack, New Jersey; and two hearings on September 10,

2008, in Kahway, New Jersey. No members of the public appeared.

10. On August ii, 2008, an initial settiement conference was held among Public

Service, Board Staff and Kate Counsel. Subsequently, several settlement

conferences were held among the Company, Board Staff and Rate Couttsel.

Following said settlement conferences, Board St’M?f, Rate Counsel and Pubt~o
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S̄ervice agreed to submit this Stipulation, the terms of which are set forth below.

Specifically, the Parties hereby STIPULATE A~D AGPd~E to the fbllowing:

STIPULATED MATTERS

1I. The parties agree that PSE&G should be permitted to recover $4.728 million of

costs associated with the Pilot Program. The parties further recommend ~hat the

Board grar~t PSE&G the approval to recover $4.728 million of deferred Pilot

Program costs from its electric customers.

12. Recovery of ~e $4.728 million would be achieved by charging the stipulated

myPower Program cost amount of $4.728 million to the System Control Charge

(SCC) deferred balance. As of May 31, 2009, the SCC is overcollected by

approximately $7.0 million including accumulated interest.

t3. "l~is Stipulation represents a mutual balancing of interests, contains, interdependent

provisions and, therefore, is intended to be accepted and approved in its entirety. In

the event an), particular aspect of this Stipulation is not accepted and approved in its

entirety by the Board, any Party aggrieved thereby shall not be bound to pr0.ceed

with this Stipulation and shah have the right to litig~ate all issues addressed herein to

a conclusion. More particularly, in the eveIlt this Stipulation is not adopted in ~.ts

ent~ety by the Board, in any applicable Order(s), then any Party hereto is free to
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15.

pursue its then available tegal remedies with respect to al! issues addressed in this

Stipulation as though this Stipulation had not been signed.

R is the intent Of the Parties that the provisions hereof be approved by the Board as

being ia the public interest. The Parties further agree that they consider the

Stipulation to be binding on them for all purposes herein.

It is specifically understood and agreed that this Stipulation represents a negotiated

agreement and has been made exclusively for the purpose of these proceedings.

Except as expressIy provided herein, Public Service, Board Staff, and Rate Counsel

shall not be deemed to have approved, agreed to, or consented to any principle or

methodology underlying or supposed to underlie any agreement provided herein
,
and, in total or by specific item. The Parties further agree that this Stipulation is in

no way binding upon them in any other proceeding, except to enforce the terms of

this Stipulation.

IN WYINESS WHEREOF, Board Staff~ Rate Counsel and PSE&G have caused this

Stipulation. of Settlement to be duty executed on its behal£ by its duly authorized counsel

or other representative, as of the date set forth above..
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IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF
AQUA, NEW JERSEY, INC., FOR APPROVAL
OF AN INCREASE IN RATES FOR WATEI~
SERVICE AND OTHER TARIFF CHANGESI
AND;                      |

WATER

ORDER MODIFYING IN PART
AND ADOPTING IN PART INITIAL
DECISION AND ADOPTING
STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF )
AQUA, NEW JERSEY, INC., FOR APPROVAL )
OF DEFERRED ACCOUNTING TREATMENT FOR)
CERTAIN COSTS RELATED TO WATER QUALITY)
TREATMENT FOR RADIO NUCLIDESI,        )

BPU DOCKET NO. WR05t21022
OAL DOCKET NO. PUC 3338-06

BPU DOCKET NO. WR06120897

(SERVICE LIST ATTACHED)

BY THE BOARD:

On December 8, 2005, Aqua New Jersey, Inc. (f/k/a Consumers New Jersey Water Company)
(Aqua or Company), a public utility corporation of the State of New Jersey subject to the
jurisdiction of the Board of Public Utilities (Board) filed a petition with the Board pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 and N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.11 and 5.12 which requested an increase in rates and
charges for water service. The Company proposed an increase in rates for the purpose of
producing additional revenues of approximately $4,162,884 or approximately 18.73% above the
annual level of revenues for the pro forma test year ending April 30, 2006.

On December 29, 2006, the Company filed a petition with the Board (WR06120897) requesting
permission for deferred accounting treatment for certain costs related tc. the treatment of
affected wells in the Southern and Central Divisions for radium levels in excess of the maximum
contaminant level (MCL) allowed by State and Federal environmental regulations.

The Company is engaged in the business of collecting, treating and distributing water for retail
service to more than 44,000 customers. The Company is also engaged in the wastewater
collection, treatment and transmission business and currently provides service to more than
4,000 customers. The rates for wastewater service are not the subject of this petition. The
Company’s customers are located in several municipalities in Warren, Hunterdon, Mercer,
Burlington, Monmouth, Camden, Ocean, Sussex and Gloucester counties. The Company
recently acquired the assets of the Berkeley Water Company (Berkeley) under Docket No.
WM04121767 and dated October 18, 2005 (subsequently modified on November 14, 2005).



For the Company’s residential customer service, the proposed increase would result in an
increase in rates from the current annual charge of $342.60 to $418.96, a difference of $76.36
per year (from $85.65 to $104.74 per quarter).

BAC KG R O U N D!P RO_C_ED_UjRAL HISTORY

The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law as a contested case pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 52:14B-1 et se~ and N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 et se_q.. On December 21, 2005, the Board
issued an Initial Suspension Order suspendin.g the proposed rates to May 9, 2006. On April 27,
2006, the Board issued a second Suspensiop Order suspending the proposed rates to
September 9, 2006.                  1

The matter was assigned to Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Barry Frank. On April 7, 2006,
Judge Frank held a telephone pro-hearing conference in which counsel for the Company and
the statutory parties to the case, the Department of the Public Advocate, Division of Rate
Counsel (DPA or Rate Counsel) and Board Staff (Staff) participated. A pro-hearing order was
issued on April 1 t, 2006 setting forth, among other things, the issues to be litigated and the
schedule going forward.

Two public hearings were conducted on May 25, 2006 in Bayville, New Jersey and Hamilton,
New Jersey. One member of the public appeared at the Hamilton pub!ic hearing and the
comments centered on the magnitude of the rate increase requested by the Company.
Discovery proceeded in the normal course. Evidentiary hearings were held on July 12 and July
13, 2006 before Judge Frank in Newark, New Jersey.

The DPA recommended an overall increase in rates in the amount of $476,501 or 2.17%.
Through briefs, Board Staff recommended an overall increase in rates in the amount of
$1,152,924 or 5.25%. Initial Briefs were filed by all the parties on August 14, 2006. Reply Briefs
were filed by all the parties on August 30, 2006. By letter dated September 7, 2006, the
Company filed a Supplemental Bdef to this proceeding. Board Staff filed a Supplemental Brief
to this proceeding on September 19, 2005. i

On November 29, 2006, ALJ Frank issued his Initial Decision in the matter. Based upon ALJ’s
Frank’s recommendations, the overall increase in revenues would amount to $2,806,501
or 12.60% above current rate revenues.

On December: 21, 2006, the Board issued an Order of Extension extending the effective date for
the ALJ’s Initial Decision to February 26, 2007.

Exceptions.to the Initial Decision were filed on December 12, 2006, by the Company, the DPA’
and Board Staff. Replies to the Exceptions were filed on December 19, 2006, by the Company,
the DPA and Board Staff.           .~,~,.~,

Subsequent to the filing of the Initial Decision the Parties, the DPA, Company and Board Staff
(Signatory Parties) engaged in settlement negotiations. The Parties reached a Settlement on all
issues and entered into a Stipulation of Settlement (Stipulation or Settlement) that result in an
overall increase of $2,500,000 representing an 11.22% above current revenues of $22,276,658.

2 BPU Docket No. WR05121022
OAL Docket No. PUC 3338-06



STIPULATION.

As more fully set forth in the attached Stipulation1, the Stipulation provides that:

1. The Company’s total rate base as oflOctober 31,2006, is agreed to be $78,000,000.
(Settlement Paragraph 1).     ~1~.:.,~,~..~,,- /

The Signatory Parties agree that for the purposes of this proceeding only to utilize an
overall rate of return of 8.14%, which would result in an overall additional revenue
requirement of $2,500,000. Forthe purposes of this proceeding only, this overall rate of
return is calculated using the Company’s current capital structure with long term debt
calculated at a rate of 6.236% and e~luity calculated at a rate.of t0.0%. (Settlement
Paragraph 2).         "

The Signatory Parties stipulate that a revenue increase for the Company of $2,500,000
or approximately 11.22% over present rate revenues of $22,295,658 is an appropriate
result of thi.~ matter. The Company anticipates this increase being effective on January
17, 2007. The Signatory Parties agree that this revenue requirement should represent a
level of revenues necessary to ensure ttiat the Company will continue to provide safe,
adequate, and proper water service to its customers. (Settlement Paragraph 3).

The Signatory Parties agree that.the attached tariff pages (included as Exhibit A),
implementing the terms of this Stipulation, should be adopted by the Board in their
entirety. The Signatory Parties agree that the consumption rates of the general metered
service customers in all the Company’s divisions will be made uniform in the Company’s
next base rate proceeding. Attached as Exhibit B is a Proof of Revenues for the
Company. (Settlement Paragraph

=

The Signatory Parties acknowledge that.in a separately docketed matter (BPU Docket
No. WR06120897) the Company has sought deferred accounting treatment for certain
costs related to the treatment of affected wells in its Southern and Central Divisions for
radium levels in excess of the maximum contaminant level ("MCL") allowed by state and
federal environmental regulations. The Signatory Parties agree that the Company
should be permitted to use deferred accounting to track its necessary expenditures. The
prudence of these expenditures will be examined in the Company’s next base rate
proceeding. Further, as part of this ~ipulation of Settlement, the Signatory Parties
respectfully request that the Board approve the Company’s request in the deferred
accounting proceeding at the same time the Board considers this matter. The
cumulative rate recovery of the $105,i000 of annualiz~d 2006 expenses included in the
rates resulting from this case shall be used as an offset to the total amount included in
the deferral account so that customers only pay once for those expenses. (Settlement
Paragraph 5).

The Signatory Parties recommend that the Board approve the proposed net acquisition
adjustment (based upon the results of the original cost study related to the acquisition of
the Berkeley Water Company’s asset{s) in the amount of $ 25,607 (to be amortized over
15 years). (Settlement Paragraph

1 Cited paragraphs referenced are in the settlement documents. This is only a summary, the full settlement document
controls, subject to the Board’s findings and conclusions contained herein.

3 BPU Docket No. WR05121022
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The Company agrees it will not file a base rate proceeding prior to the start of the fourth
quarter of calendar year, 2007. (Settlement Paragraph 7).

DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS

The Board, having reviewed ALJ Frank’s Initial Decision and the Stipulation of Settlement
among the Signatory Parties to this proceeding, FENDS that the Signatory Parties have
voluntarily agreed to the Stipulation, that the Stipulation fully disposes of all issues in this
proceeding, and is consistent with the ~aw. To the extent that the terms of the Initial Deci~,ion
are inconsistent with the terms and conditions set forth herein, the Board HEREBY MODIFIES

The Company’s total rate base as oltOctober 31, 2006, is $78,000,000.

The overall rate of return of 8.14% shall result in an overall additional revenue
requirement of $2,500,000. The overall rate of return is shall include a long term debt
rate of 6.236% and equity calculated at a rate of 10.0%.

The revenue requirement increase shall be $2,500,000 or approximately 11.22% over
present rate revenues of $22,295,658 and represents a level of revenues necessary to
ensure that.the Company will continue to pr.ovide safe, adequate, and proper water
service to its customers. /
The attached tariff pages implementing the terms of this Stipulation, are hereby adopted
by the Board in their entirety. The move to uniform rates with respect to the Company’s
consumption charges of the general Imetered service customers in all the Company’s
divisions will be determined in the C~mpany’s next base rate proceeding. The revenue
requirement shall be allocated pursu~ant to the attached proof of revenues (Exhibit B).

The Company shall be permitted to use deferred accounting to track its necessary
expenditures related to certain costs to the treatment ef affected wells in its Southern
and Central Divisions for radium levels in excess of the maximum contaminant levels
allowed by state and federal environmental regulations. The prudence of these costs
shall be examined in the Company’s .next base rate proceeding. The cumulative rate
recovery of the $105,000 of annualizied 2006 costs included in the rates resulting from
this rate case filing shall be used to offset the total amount included in the deferred
account so that if the deferred costs ~lre found to be prudent and allowed in rates,
customers only pay once for those expenses.

The acquisition adjustment charge is.a result of the difference between the purchase
price of the assets acquired and the original cost of the assets sold which can result in
either a positive acquisition adjustment or a negative acquisition adjustment. The net

¯ acquisition adjustment related to the acquisition of the Berkeley Water Company’s
assets shall be in the amount of $ 25,607’ and shall be amortized over a 15 year period.

The Company shall not file a base ra,te proceeding prior to start of the fourth quarter of
calendar year, 2007.{ ~
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As a result of the Board’s decision in this matter, a residential water customer (using 80,000
gallons of water per year) will experience an~increase from $342.60 per year ($85.65

an increase of $39.80 annually. This

Based upon the foregoing, the Board HEREBY APPROVES an overall increase in revenues in
the amount of $2,500,000 representing an 1 !.22% increase over current revenues.

DATED: BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

BUTLER
COMMISSIONER COMMISS!ONER

CHRISTINE V. BATOR
COMMISSIONER

ATTEST:

SECRETARY

l HEREBY CERTIFY that the within
document is a true copy of th# original
in the files of the Bbard of Public
Utilities /_~ ~,~ "’,l~
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~ AND
ItMIO THE PETITION OF AQU.A, NEW JERSEY, INC., FOR APPROVAL OF

DEFERRED ACCOUNTING TREATMENT FOR CERTAIN COSTS RELATED
TO WATER QUALITYTREATMENT FOR RADIO NUCLIDES

BPU DOCKET NO. WR06!20897

Stephen B. Genzer, Esq.
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Colleen Foley, Esq.
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STATE pF NEW JERSEY
BOARD OF~ PUBLIC UTILITIES

IN TI~ MATTER OF THE PETITION
OF AQUA NEW JERSEY, INC. FOR
APPROVAL OF AN INCREASE IN
RATES FOR WATER SER~CE AND
OTHER TARIFF CHANGES

BPU DOCKET NO. WR05121022
OAL D~. NO. PUCRS 3338-06

STIPULATION OF SE~LEMENT

APPEARANCES:

Stephen B. Genzer, Esq., and Colle~ A. Foley, Esq. Saul Ewing LLP, on behalf of Aqua
New Jersey, ~nc., Petitioner ~ |

Anne Marie Shatto, Esq., Deputy A~torney General, on behalf of the Staffer the Board of
Public Utilities             "|         "

Christine M. Juarez, Esq. Assistant Deputy Public Advocate, and Susan E. McClure,
Esq., Assistant Deputy Public Advocate, on behalf of the Department’ of the Public
Advocate, Division of Rate Counsel

Paul Adezio, Esq., on behaIfofParticipant~ Hamilton Township

TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF PI~LIC UTILITIES:

The Parties in rids proceeding are as follows: Aqua New Jersey, Inc. (the

"Company" or ’~etitioner"), the Departmeht of the Public Advocate, Division of Rate Counsel

("Rate Counsel"), the Staff of the Board o~Public Utilities ("Board" or "Staff"), and Participant,

Hamilton Township. As a result of an analysis of Petitioner*s pre-filed testimony and exhibits,

extensive discovery, evidentiary hearings, an Initial Decision issued November 29, 2006,

negotiations, and two public headrlgs held 0n May 25, 2006, the Company, Board Staff and Rate



Counsel (collectively, the "Signatory Parties") have come to an agreem~t on the issues in

dispute in this malCer. The Signatory Parties hereto agree and stipulate as follows:

The procedural Idstory of this matter is as follows:

On December 8, 2005, Petitioner, a public utility corporation of the State of New

Jersey, pursuant Io N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 and N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.12 and 14:9-7.1 et ~eq., filed a petition

to increase rates for water service and to make other tariff changes. Specifically, the Company

re.quested a rate increase of $4,152,884 or approximately 18.73% above the adjusted annual level

of revenues for the test year ending April 30, 2006. During the pendency of this proceeding, the

Company’s request was revised to reflect a rote increase of $4,061,730 or approximately 18.40%

above adjusted test year revenues,

On December 21, 2005, the Board entered an Order suspending until May 9, 2006

the implementation of change~ Aqua sought to make to its tariffs. On February 8, 2006, the

Board transmitted the matter to the Office of Administrative Law ("OAL"), and Administrative

Law Judge ("ALI’~ Barry N. Frank was assigned to hear the case. A Pre-Hearing Conference

was convened by AIJ Frank on April 7, 2006, and a Pre-Heafing Order was issued on April 11,

On April 27, 2006, the Board issued a second order suspending the implementation of

proposed rate~ until September 9, 2006. On May 25, 2006, ALl Frank issued an order

su~ending implementation of the proposed rate increase until further order. AI~ Frank issued

his Initial D~ision on November 29, 2006. On December 21, 2006, the Board entered an Ord~

which has the effect of extending the time for it to act on the Initial Decision until February 26,

2007.

Exter~ive discovery was conducted by the Parties with the Company providing

re~onses to hundred~ ofdata requests. After proper notice, two public hearings were held in the
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service territory on May 25, 2006: one in the afternoon in Berkeley Township; and one in the

evening in Hamilton, New Jersey. A member of the public appeared whose comments were

heard by the Signatory Parties and the AI.J. The public comments generally concerned the

magnitude of the in.crease rsquested by the Company.

Evidentiary hearings were held on July 12 and I3, 2006, at the OAL in Newark,

New Jersey. During the course of those hearings, the Company presented the followi~.g

witnesses: Sharon Schulman, Edward Rapciewicz, William Packer, Jack Schreyer, and Pauline

Ah~-n. By agreement of the Parties, the testimony of the Company’s witness Richard Russo was

incorporated into the record without cross examination. Rate Counsel presented the testimonies

of David ParcelI and Robert Henkes. By agreem~t of the Parties, the testimony of Rate

Counsel’s witnessBrian Kalcic was incorporated into the record without cross examination as

well. The Staffofthe Board did not present any witnesses.

The Signatory Parties filed Initial Briefs on August 14, 2006 and R~ly Briefs. on

August 30, 2006. AL.I Frank issued his Initial Decision on November 29, 20.06. The Signatory

Parties fil~l Exceptions to the Initial Decision on December 12, 2006. Replies to Exceptions

were filed by the Company and Rate Counsel on December 19, 2006, with Staff filing its Reply

on December 20, 2006.

Settlement discussions were held, and the agreements reached during those

discussions have resulted in the following stipulation by the Signatory Parties:

1. For purposes of this proceeding only, the Company’s total rate base as of October

31, 2006, is agreed to be $78,000,000.

2.    The Signatory Parties agree that for the purposes of this proceeding only, they

agree to utilize an overall rate of return of 8.14%, which would result in an overall additional



revenue requirement o£$2,500,000 For the ~umoses oflhis proceeding only: "this overall rate

return is calculatcd using the Compm]y’ current capital .~trtlc~re w~th long term ~!¢b~ealculated

at ~at¢ 0f6.2.36~/~ ~d, equity calculated ~t r~t¢ of 0,0%.

3, Th~ ~ignatory P~e~ stipulate thai

$2,500,000 or ~pproximately .22% owr present

revenue ancre~e fdr the Compo, ny ,of

~:ate revenues of" $22,295,658, ~S an

appropriate resolt Of this matter. The C.c~rnpany anfieipales this increase being eff~fiv~

Janu~ 17, 2007 ~B Ri~a(o~ P~j~ a~ee ~hat ~is ~evenue requirement should r~r~ent

]¢v�1 of~revenues neeess~ xo ensure ~at ’the Company ~lt continue to provide s~e, adequate,

~d ~p~ waIer ~e~iee 1o its customer.

4. ~e S~ato~ ~a~ies a~ee th~1 the attached t~ffpages ~cluded ~s Exhibit

implementing fi~e ~e~s of this Stipulation, ~h~uld ~e adopt~ ~y ~be Bo~d in %heir entirety.

Aaaeh~ ~ ~xhibit B is Proof,of Revenues for the Comply ~e Si~ato~ ~i~ a~ee that

the c~n~vmpfion ~tes of the general metered semite ~ustome~ in zll the Comply" di’Asions

will be m~e unifo~ ~ ~e Comply’" next bas~ rate proceeding.

5. The Si~ato~ Paai~ ae~awledge ~at in sep~ately docketed ~a~er ~PU

Docket No. ~06 20897) ~h~ Comply h~ sou~t deleted accosting ~ea~ent for

co~ related to ~he ~a~ent of affected wells in its Sou~em aud Cen~al Divisions for radium

tevds ~ excess of ~e maximum eonl~n~t level (’~CL") allowed hv slal~

enviro~ental re~Iafions. ~e Si~ato~ Pmies a~ee that ~e Company should be p~itted

defeffed, accounting to ~¢k ~ts neee,sz~ expend~l~. ~e prudence .of these

will be ex~in~ ~n ~e Comply’ next 5~e rate proceeding. Fo~ler~ ~ p~ o~is

o~ Sefll~enl, ~he Si~ato~ P~i~ re~ect~lly request that ~e Bo~d approve ~e Comp~y’s

request in ~e deleted accounting proceeding at ~e ~e time flee ~o~d. considers ~is ma~er.



Any of the $105,000 of annualized 2006 expenses included in the rates resulting from this case

shall be used as an of~et to the total amount included in the defen’al account so that customers

only pay once for those expenses.

6. The Signatory Parties recommend that the Board approve the proposed net

acquisition adjustment (based upon the results of the original cost study related to the acquisition

of the Berkeley Water Company’s assets) in the amount of $ 25,607.(to be amortized ov~ 15

years).

The Company agrees it will not file a base rate proceeding prior to the start of the

fourth quarter of" calendar year, 2007.

8. This Stipulation is the product of extensive negotiations by the Signatory Parties,

and it is an express condition of the settI~’nent embodied by this Stipulation that it be presented

to the Board in its entirety without modification o~ condition. It is also the in~nt of the

Signatory Parties to this Stipulation that this settlement, once acc~t~d and approved by the

Board, shall govern all issues spe~ifi~.d and agreed to herein. The Signatory Parties to this

Stipulation specifically agr~ that if adopted in its entirety by the Board, no appeal shall be taken

by them from the order adopting same as to those issues upon which the Signatory Parties have

stipulated herein. The Signatory Parties agree that the within Stipulation reflects mutual

balancing of various issues and positions and is intended to be acc~ted and approv~ed in its

entirety. Each term is vital to this Stipulation as a whole, since the Signatory Parties hereto

expressly and jointly state that they would not have signed this Stipulation had any t~ms been

modified in any way. In the event any particular aspect of this Stipulation is not accepted and

approv~ by the Board, then any Signatory Party hereto materially affected thereby shall not be

bound to proceed under this Stipulation. The Signatory Parties further agre~ that the purpose of

.5-



bound to proceed under this Stipulation.. Tl~ Signatory Parties further agree that the purpose of

this Stipulation is to reach fair and reasonable rates, with any compromises being made in the

spirit of reaching an agr~emem. None of the Signatory Parties shall be prohibited from or

prejudiced in arguing a diff~nt policy or position before the Board in any other proceeding, as

such agreements pertain only to this matter and to no other matter.

9.    This Stipulation may be executed in as many counterparts as there are Signatory
Parties of this Stipulation‘, each of which counterparts shall be an original, but all .of. which shall

constitute one and the same instrument.

AQUA NEW JERSEY, INC.

Date
By:

Sa(ffEwln~ LLPF
Stephen B. Genzer, Esq.
Attorney for Petitioners

STUART RABNEK, ESQ.
ATI~O~RNEY~Q.GENERAL OF NEw JER~SEY

By: . .~’~e Mar~e~l~atto, Esq. -    -
Deputy Attdmey General "

RONALD K. CHEN
PUBLIC ~VOCA~ OF NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE
SEEMA M. SINGH, ESQ.
DIRECTOR, RATE COUNSEL

Christine M. Juarez, Esq. "~
Assistant Deputy Public Advocate
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State of New Jersey
omc   Mn, asn nv 

iNITIAL DECISION

OAL DKT. NO. PUC 3338-06

AGENCY DK’[. NO. WR05121022

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION
OF AQUA NEW JERSEY, INC., FOR

APPROVAL OF AN INCREASE IN

RATES FOR WATER SERVICE AND
OTHER TARIFF CHANGES

Stephen B. Genzer, Esq., and Colleen A. Foley, Esq., for petitioner
(Saut Ewing LLP, attomey~)

Susan E. McClure, Esq. and Christine M. Juarez, Esq.i for Division of the
Ratepayer Advocate (Seema H. Singh, Director)

Anne Marie Shatto, Deputy Attorney General, for Staff of Board of Public
Utilities (Stuart Rabner, Attorney General of New Jersey, attorney)

Record Closed: September 28, 2006 Decided: November 28, 2006

BEFORE BARRY N. FRANK, ALJ ¯

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Petitioner filed its petition with th,~ Board of Public Utilities (BPU) December 8,

2005, seeking an increase in per ann~m .revenues of approximately $4,262,884 or’
approximately 18.73% using a test year ending April 30, 2006. The Petitioner also

proposed several other, accounting and cost recovery measures for consideration,
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primarily regarding assets it has recently acquired, located in the eastern division, but

also regarding a senior citizens progr~am, private fire control tariffs, and smart growth
compliance.                 ..,. L ,,~i~!!-,~i" :~ ~:~"~

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On December 8, 2005, petitioni~r Aqua New Jersey, Inc. (hereinafter "Aqua" or

"Company") filed a petition to increase rates for water servi~e and to make other tariff

changes. Pet. Initial Bdef at 3. On december 21, 2005, the Board entered an Order

suspending until May 9, 2006 the implementation of changes Aqua sought to make to

its tariffs, id__=. On April 27, 2006, the Board issued a second order suspending the

implementation of proposed rates until ISeptember 9, 2006. Id._~.

On March 14, 2006, the Board transmitted the matter to the Office of

Administrative Law ("OAL") for hearingi and the undersigned was assigned to hear the

case. Id_._,. A telephone prehearing conference was conducted April 7, 2006, and a Pre-

Hearing Order was issued on April .111, 2006, in which the following issues were

identified:

"Whether the Petitioner’s i~roposals are reasonable and calculated
so as to allow it to continue providing safe, adequate and proper
service to its customers.’* I/MtO the Petition of A~lua New Jersey,
Inc. For Approval of an Increase in Rates for Water Service and
Other Tariff Changes, Prehearing Order, OAL Docket No. PUC
03338-06.              ~

Two public hearings were condLicted on May 25, 2006. The first public hearing

was held in the afternoon at the MuniCipal Building, Berkeley Township, New Jersey,

and the second, that evening, at the Hamilton Township Library, Hamilton, New Jersey.

Pet. Initial Brief at 4. Only one member of the public at the two meetings spoke in

opposition to the proposed rate increase.

Evidentiary hearings were conducted July 12 and 13, 2006 in Newark, New

Jersey. Stafflnitial Brief at 1. During the course of these hearings, the Company
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Packer, Jr., Regional Director of Accodnting

of Rates for Aqua America, Inc. and ii

Associates, Inc. and Robert J. Henke~

Id._..=. By agreement of the parties, the t~

was incorporated into the record with0~

4. "]he Staff of the Board did not presei

for the Company; Jack Schreyer, Manager

s subsidiaries; and Edward A. Rapsiewicz, Vice

,any. Id_.=. at 1-2. Rate Counsel presented two

ce President and Senior Economist of Technical

~, Principal and Founder of Henkes Consulting.,
,stimony of Rate Counsel’s witness Brian Kalcic

~t cross-examination as well. Pet. Initial Brief at
l~ any witnesses. Id._.=.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Aqua New Jersey is a utility that provides water service to more than 44,000

customers in the State of New Jersey. Rate Counsel Initial Bdef at 1. Aqua New

Jersey is a subsidiary of Aqua America. Id...=.. The Company’s water customers are

located in various municipalities in Warren, Hunterdon, Mercer, Burlington, Monmouth,

Camden, Ocean, Sussex and Gloucester Counties, Id_._~. Aqua also provides wastewater

service to approximately 4,000 custome~ in New Jersey, however, rates for wastewater

service are not the subject of this current petition, td__=.

ISSUES

What is the appropriate date to be used for determining Aqua New
Jersey, lnc.’s capital Structure for purposes, of this rate base proceeding?

Whether short-term debt~,hould be included in Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s
capital structure.      _._.i..

What is the appropriate rate of return on equity?

What is the appropriate date to be used for determining A.qua New

Jersey, Inc.’s utility plant inlservice?



10.

12.

t3.

14¸

15.

Whether Aqua New.lersev nc is entitled In recnver transaction costs fgr

the acqlJi.~ition of R~.rkeley Waler Company

Wh~ther Aqua New Jersey, Inc, [-~ entitled to an unamortized acquisition

adjustment from the acquisition of Berkeley Water Company.

Whether ^qua New Jersey Inc. is entitled to ~’~.c~v~.r unamortized

d~f~.rred rate cas~ expenses.

What ~is 1he #pprnpriale dale to he used fnr d~.t~.rmining Aqua New

Jersey, lnc.’s reserve for depreciation?

What Is. the appropriate date |o be-used for detem~ining Aqua Nevz

.Jer.~ey. Inc.’s balance of custome[ advances’~

What is the appropriate date to be used for determining Aqua New

Jersey Inc.’s balance of accumulated deferred income taxes?

What is the appropriate date |o be used for determining Aclua New

,ler.~ev lnc.’s reserve balances (including pension and FAS 106 reserves,

as well as tank maintenance reserves?

What is the ar~eropriate date to be used for delerrnining Aqua New

Jersey Inc,’s bala,~.e of c,.,storner d~posits9

What i.~ the appropriate date to be used fo~ determining Aqua New

Jersey, Inc.’s balance of metered sales revenues?

What is lh~ appropriate date-to be used for determining Aqua

Je~.~-y. tnc.’s balance of public and private fire revenues?

What is the appropriate date to be used for determining Aqua

Jemey nc,’a balance of power and chemical

New

New
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16

18,

19

23

25.

26,

What is the appropriate date to be used for determining Aqua New

Jersey, Inc.’s balance of interest on customer deposits?

What is the appropriate date to be used for.determining Aqua New

Jersey, ~nc.’s balance of depreciation expense?

What is the appropriate date to be used for determining Aqua New

Jersey, Inc.’s balance of non-income taxes (including GRAFT and

property and labor related tax expenses)?

What percentage of antenna revenues Aqua New Jersey, Inc. is entitled

to reflect in its operatingincome?

Whether Aqua New Jersey, Inc. is entitled to reflect in its operating

income any O&M contract revenue.

What amount of Labor Expenses is Aqua New Jersey, Inc. entitled to

include in its operating income?

What amount of Health, Life, LTD, Pension and OPEB Expenses is Aqua

New Jersey, Inc. entitled to include in its operating income?

What amount of Insurance Expenses is Aqua New Jersey, Inc. entitled to

include in its operating income?

What amount of Lease Expenses is Aqua New Jersey, Inc. entitled to

include in its operating income?

What amount of rate case expense is Aqua New Jersey, Inc. entitled to

recover?.

What amount of other O&M expenses is Aqua New Jersey, Inc. entitled to

recover?.
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27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

What amount of Interesl~ Expense is Aqua New Jersey, lnc. entitled to

include in its operating income?

What is the proper Income Tax rate to be used by Aqua New Jersey, Inc.?

What is the appropriate rate structure that should be used by Aqua New

Jersey, Inc. in this rate base proceeding?

Whether Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s proposed Low Income Assistance
program should be implemented.

Whether this proceeding shouid be delayed pending the resolution of the

Berkeley Water Company! consent issue.

DISCUSSION~ FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

Appropriate Capital Structure

Rate Counsel and Staff propose that the appropriate capital structure of Aqua

New Jersey, Inc. for purposes of this rate base case is that structure which is in place

on Apr.il 30, 2006, including tong-terrn debt, short-term debt and equity. See Rate

Counsel Initial Brief at 3; Staff Initial Brief at 5-6; Staff Reply Brief at 4. Rate Counsel
also proposes that the appropriate ratei of return on Equity should be 9.5%° See Rate

Counsel.Initial Brief at 7. Rate Counsel came to these conclusions because April 30,

2006 constitutes the end of the actual test year, and thus reflects the most substantial,

credible evidence on the record, rather than mere speculation and estimation about

what the structure will be in the future, i Id_..~. at 4-5. Rate Counsel also uses short-ter~n

debt in its structure due to the fact that on April-30, 2006, Aqua’s actual capital structure

does inctude short-term debt, and that the Company consistently uses this form of

financing, td_= at 5-6. Additionally, Rate Counsel relies on Witness Parcell’s

calculations, using three approaches, t~ estimate that the appropriate rate of return on

equity would be approximately 9.5%. ~ at 7.
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Aqua New Jersey, on the other hand, proposes that the appropriate Capital

structure is that calculated to be in pia~e on October 31, 2006, including only long-term
debt and equity. Pet Initial Brief at 35-36. Aqua also proposes that the

appropriate rate of return on Equity sh~)uld be 11.5% (Id. at 35), which includes a .25%

premium to recognize the Company’s favorable policy of acquiring smaller troubled

water companies throughout New Jersey. Ahern Direct Test. 2:26-3:3. The Company

believes that October 3t, 2006 is a better date to use for determining capital structure

because, as the proposed rate changes would not go into effect until late 2006, October

3I, 2006 would represent a more appropriate date for matching what customers are

paying to actual rate base that is in effect. Pet. Initial Brief at 36. Additionally, Aqua

argues that short-term debt is not appropriate for inclusion, as the Company uses short-

term debt solely as a bridge to acquiring long-term debt financing, and that the rate
base which will be in service by October ~1 will not be funded at all by short-term debt.

Ahern Rebuttat Testimony at 2:22-3:18. Lastly, in order to deter’mine an appropriate

rate of return on equity, Aquarelies on Witness Ahern’s use of four approaches for

determining tl~e cost of equity. That estimation is also given a .25% premium in order

to reward the company for implementing risky acquisitions which benefit the State in the

¯ long run. Ahem Direct Testimony 2:26-3:3.

The parties agree that the end Of the test year is April 30, 2006, and that this

test-year data may be adjusted only f~r "known and measurable" changes, which the

Board has defined as "prudent .and major in nature and consequence." In r......_~e

Elizabethtown Water Co., BPU Docket No. WR8504330 (1985). Although the standard

is fixed, the application of the standard has historically been flexible. Although Aqua

Witness Rapciewi.cz described the proposed changes as "regular, ongoing,

commitments by the Company," he also stated that the investments are necessary to

provide safe, adequate and .proper service to its customers. Rapciewicz, Hearing

Transcript I (July 12, 2006), at 52-53. The Board has previously allowed such changes

in similar investments when the facilities were essential to providing safe, adequate and

proper service. Se....__~e I/M/O the Petition of Gordon’s Corner Water Comp..a.ny f~’~r

Approval of an Increase in Rates for Water Service and Other Tariff Chanqes, BPU

Docket No. WR00050304 (2001). As Aqua has been forthright about the progress and
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costs of the projects with which they’ve engaged, and as October 31, 2006 will pass by

the time this decision is entered, and as allowing these changes represents good policy

in giving incentive to the Company to undertake andlor accelerate its new or

replacement investments, I FIND that October 31, 2006 is the appropriate date for.

determining Aqua New Jersey’s capital structure, for purposes of this rate case.

In a prior Board order, which adopted an OAL decision, it was held that "short-

term debt should not be included in the capital structure unless there is clear and

convincing evidence to. prove that a portion of the jurisdictional rate base was actually

financed by the short-term debt." I/M/O.the Petition of Middlesex Water for Approval of

an Increase in ffs Rates for Water Service and Other Tariff Chanqes, BPU Docket No.~

WR00060362 (2001). As the only evidence shown was that Aqua uses short-term debt

to finance some daily operations of the Company, but not to finance any of the rate

base, 1 FIND that short-term debt is not to be included in determining Aqua New Jersey,

Inc.’s capital structure for purposes of this rate case.

Determining the cost of equity for Aqua New Jersey, Inc. is not a fixed science.

Staff initial Brief, at 6-7. Not on}y is the cost rate of equity not fixed when issued (unlike

stocks or bonds), but a company such as Aqua is not publicly traded. Id__.=. Both of these

factors make it necessary to estimate the Company’s cost of equity, based on

comparisons to similar companies that are publicly traded. Id_.~. Between Witness

Parcell and Witness Ahem, seven different calculations were performed in order to

attempt to determine an appropriate cost of equity, td._= at 7. Due to the fact that two

distinguished economists, using roughly the same tests and methodologies, result in

estimations of 9.5% and 11.5%, respectively, an equitable result would be to split the

difference, resulting in a rate of return of!10.5%. I FIND that the appropriate cost rate of

equity forAqua New Jersey is 10.5%. ~,~.

Appropriate Rate Base

Timing
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Rate Counsel proposes that the appropriate utility plant in service should be

determined as of April 30, 2006. Rate Counsel Initial Brii~f~t-22TTh~y argue tt’i~it-thi~

investments taking place after the April 30, 2006 test-year end are not major in nature

or characteristic, but rather merely routine. Id~ They also argue that.the Company

chose to file the rate base case when it did, and for that reason must live with that

decision - knowing that post-April 30, 2006 investments would not be included in rate

Rate Counsel Reply Brie_f at 3,

Aqua New Jersey proposes that the appropriate utility plant in service should be.

determined as of October 31, 2006, in order to match rate base with the actual costs

and investments in p~ace at the time the service.is rendered to customers. Pet. Initial

Brief at 10. Additionally, the allowance of utility plant.in service on October 3t, 2006 will

serve as an incentive to investors by allowing an appropriate rate of return on more

than $6 million in investments, ld___=, at 11~

As discussed above, ! find that the changes to the test year are appropriate as

they are essential to providing safe, adequate and proper service to its customers. It is

also appropriate to match the Company’s utility plant in service and rate base with its

capital structure that is in effect, and which was determined earlier to be October 31,

2006. Allowing a return on these investments is good policy in order to incentivize the

Company to improve water service for all customers. I FIND that Ootober 31, 2006 is

the appropriate date for determining the Company’s utility plant in service.

Accordingly, because the appropriate dateof determining utility plant in service is
October 31, 2006, I FIND that the appropriate date in determining the following figures1

and balancing is als__.g October 31, 2006:

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate reserve for depreciation ~
Pet. Initial Brief at 17; Staff Initial Brief at 20; Rate Counsel Initial
Brie.___f at 27).

~ The parties only d~sagreed on these figares based on the different cut.off points for recogniz~Ug and/or cal~ating
these items. There was no dJsagreen~nt as to calculations or that the fiffares should or should not be recognized.
Pet. Ir~tial Brief at 3.
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~ Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of.customer_ advances
SfLS__eA Pet. Initial Brief at 1,7; Staff Initial Brief at 21; .Rate Counsel
tnitia~ Brief at 27).      ’

Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate balance of accumulated
deferred income taxes (See Pet. Initial Brief at 17; Staff Initial Brief~
at 21; Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 28).

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate reserve balances (including
pension & FAS 106 reserves, as well as tank maintenance
reserves (.See Petit. Initial Bdef at 18; Staff Initial Brief at 23; Rate
Counsel Initial Brief at 29).

¯ Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of customer deposits
(S~ee Pet. In~ial Brief at 18; Staff Initial Brief at 23; Rate Counsel
Initial Brief at 29).        .

Acquisition of Berkeley Water Company

Aqua and Rate Counsel agree that Aqua is entitled to. an unamortized acquisition

adjustment for the acquisition of Berkeley Water Company. Pet. Reply Brief at 21.

Aqua argues that it has been Board practice of allowing such an adjustment, and that

doing so is in the public interest, giving utility companies an appropriate and reasonable

incentive to acquiring troubled water systems. Pet. Initial Brief at 15.

Staff recommends that Aqua is not entitled to an adjustment because the

Company was not urged by the Board to acquire the assets of Berkeley, but rather did

so as an independent business decision, and that the acquisition did not have any

positive benefits to the Company’s customers located outside the Berkeley service

.territory. Staff Initial Brief at 18-19.

Staff concedes that the Board did find this transaction in the public interest and

indicated that Aqua may, but is not guaranteed to recover some or all of the transaction

costs. Staff Reply Brief at 11. Staff failed to point to any evidence that Aqua was not

compelled to acquire the assets, nor that ithad any positive benefit to Aqua customers.

Petit. Reply Brief at 21. Aqua showed however, that the Board and its Staff did hold

10
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that the transaction was expected to benefit the customers of Aqua. ld_~. at 22-23. I

........... FIND that Aqua is entitled toan unam0,rtized acquisition adjustment for the acquisition

of Berketey Water Company.

Unamortized Deferred Rate Case Expenses

Rate Counsel and Staff agree that Board policy has consistently been to exclude

amortized deferred rate cases expense from rate base. Se__~e Staff Initial Brief at 19-20,

~ I/MIO Environmental Disposal Corp., Docket No. WR99640249 (2000); I/M/O

Elizabethtown Water Company, Docket No. 8312-1072 (1984). Rate Counsel Witness

Henkes testified that to his understanding, the BPU has never previously allowed this

inclusion for such unamortized cost balances. Henkes Direct Testimony at 14:1-5.

Aqua argues that this unamortized deferred rate case expense should be

included in the Company’s calculation of rate base because it represents an

expenditure that was for the dire~:t .benefit of the Company’s customers, and that the._.

exclusion of which would constitute an unequitable forfeiture. Pet. Initial Brief at 16.

Board policy has. been unwavering in holding that unamortized deferred rate

case expenses should not be included in rate base. Staff Initial Bdef at 19-20.. I FIN[)

that this case contains no exception to Board policy, and that unamortized deferred rate

case expenses will not be included in Aqua’s rate base.

Operating Income

Timing

Again the parties argue about the appropr{ate date for determining certain items

included in determining Aqua New Jersey lnc.’s operating income. Parties agree,,

however,, that these items, for. matching purposes, should be calculated on the same

date as-utility plant in service is Calculated. Because, as discussed above, it has been

determined that October 31, 2006 is the appropriate date for determining utility plant in

I!
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service, I FIND that the appropriate date for calculating the following figures and

¯ balances is ats__~ OCtober31,~ 2006:1 ....................

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of metered sales
revenues (.See Pet. Initial Brief at 18-19; Staff Initial Brief at 24-25;
Rate. Counsel Initial Brief at 30-31).             -

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of public and private
fire ~evenues S(_~ Petit. Initial Brief., at 18-19; Staff Initial Brief,, at
25-27; Rate Counsel Initial Brief, at 31).

.Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of power and
chemical expenses ~ Pet. Initial Brief at 24-25; Staff Initial Brief
at 34-36; Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 36-37).

Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate balance of interest on
customer deposits ~See Pet. Initial Brief at 31; Staff Initial Brief at
51-52; Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 40).

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of depreciation
expense ~See Pet. Initial Bdef at 32; Rate Counsel Initial Brief at
42).

Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate balance of non-income taxes
(including GRAFT and property and labor related tax expenses)
(See Pet. Initial Brief at 32-33; Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 42).

Antenna revenues

Rate Counsel and Staff propose that 100% of the Company’s revenues from

leasing the space atop water towers should be reflected entirely as benefits to the

customers. Staff Initial Bdef at 29. They argue that customers have shouldered all of

the costs to construct and maintain the water towers, and that, as no risk was involved

in the antenna endeavors, the Company and its investors hopes to benefit without

incurring risk or cost. Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 33. Staff points to a prior Board

decision which held that "the Company should not be permitted to use its regulated

utility.property to engage in unregulated activities without providing appropriate

compensation toits ratepayers." Staff Initial Brief at 29-30, ~ I/M/O the Petition of
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Gordon’s Corner Water Company for. Approval of an Increase in Rates for Water

................. s~ice~ndothe-r-Tariffcha~, BPUiD-ocket No. WR00050304 (2001)~ ...............

Aqua proposes that revenue from antenna leases should be shared 50/50

between customers and CompanY investors, Pet. initial Brief at 20. It argues that

giving investors this return will encourage the Company to seek out additional sources

of revenue and maximize benefits both to customer and shareholder. Id~

As is consistent with prior Board policy, as well as the principle that the

customers who incurred the costs should also receive the benefits, i FIND that it is

appropriate for 100% of the antenna revenues to be reflected for the benefit of Aqua’s

ratepa~;ers for rate-making purposes, tn

O&M Contract Revenue

Rate Counsel and Staff propose that any O&M Contract Revenue that Aqua has

received should be included as part of the Company’s operating income. Staff Initial

Brief at 30, 32. Rate Counsel argues that because these contract operations are

performed by employees on Aqua’s regulated payroll, customers are funding these

employees and should enjoy the benefits of this expenditure. Rate Counsel Reply Brief

at 6-7. They also point out that had Aqua used a non-regulated subsidiary for these

contracts, this revenue would not be includable as part of Aqua’s operating income, ld:

Aqua proposes that O&M Contract Revenue should not be calculated as part of

the Company’s operating income because this revenue arises from unregulated

business arrangements, of which no burden is placed on the customers. Pet. Initial

Bri at 20-21.

As Rate Counsel has shown that some of the burden of these contracts is placed

on the customers, I FIND that it is equitable to--include $101,352 of O&M Contract

Revenue, as calculated by Rate Counsel, in Aqua’s total operating income.
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Labor Expenses

Aqua proposes that the Company’s labor include an "incentive

compensation" plan that awards employees for meeting certain goals. Pet. Initial.. Brief

at 23-24. it argues that Board policy has not been entirely consistent with incentive

compensation plans, as the Board in I/M/O the Verified Petition of Jersey Central Power

_& Li.qht Company for Review and Approval of an Increase in and Adiustments to its

Unbundled Rates and Char.qes, BPU Docket Nos. ER02080506, ER02080507,

EO02070417 and ER02030173, Final Order (2004) allowed the inclusion of some
incentive plans that were specifically negotiated between the union and management.

.Pet. Reply Brief at 34. Aqua also proposes that a 1.5% wage increase factor be

applied in order to reflect wage increases which will be implemented in Apdl 2007. Pe.__,t~

Initial Brief at 22. Aqua argues that this wage increase factor is not a general inflation

factor, which the Board consistently disallows, but rather a realistic estimate of the

wage increases that the Company knows will take place. Pet. Reply Brief at 34.

Rate Counsel. and Staff agree that neither the wage increase factor nor the

incentive compensation plan should be included in the Company’s operating income,

due to consiste.nt Board policies which refuse to include such figures. Staff Init{al Brief

at 33. In regards to the Wage increase factor, Witness Henkes testified that a general

inflation factor has never been allowed for ratemaking purposes and that even if thc~

figure is not a general inflation factor, it still represents an expense increase projection

falling 11 months beyond the end of the test year - a type of projection which the Board

consistently refuses to allow...Henkes, He.aring Transcript ~ (July 13, 2006) at 120. In

regards to the incentive compensation p.rogram, Rate Counsel and Staff pointed to

several Board decisions which refused to include these payments in operating income

calculations. Staff Initial. Brief at 33, ~ I/M/O Jersey Central Power and Li.qht.

Company, Docket No. ER91121820J, elated June 15, 1993; and I/M/O Middlesex Water

_Company, Docket No. WR00060362, dated June 6, 2001 ("...ratepayers should! not be

payihg additional costs to reward a select group of Company e~nployees for performing

the job they were arguably hired to perform in the first place").

14
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FIND that neither the 1.5% wage increase factor nor the incentive

compensation payment should be allowed in calculating Aqua’s operating income, due

to prevailing Board’policies and procedures which Rate Counsel and Staff pointed out.

.Health, Life, LTD, Pension and OPEBExpenses

Aqua proposes to include the projected cost of health, life, LTD, pension and

OPEB as of April 30, 2007. Pet. Reply Brief at 37. The Company urges that this

projection is accurate and that it is undisputed that costs of insurance and pension

programs have been continually rising for several years. Id....=.

Rate Counsel and Staff argue that these expenses should be calculated as of

the end of the test year, April 30, 2006, and that the projection of expenses to 2007

would be too speculative in nature and should not be allowed. Staff Initial Brief at 37. "

In accordance with the matching principle, it is more appropriate to use the

amount of expenses that will be in effect with the new rate. As Witness Schreyer has

testified, and which neither Rate Counsel nor Staff dispute, the projected increases in

costs were reasonable, and therefore I FIND that the projections as to April 30, 2007

should be included.

Insurance

Aqua proposes that the insurance expense to be included for operating income

should be that in effect on Ap.ril 30, 2006 plus 5% for increased premiums. Pet. Initial

Brief at 25. The Company argues that this 5% increase is not speculative in nature, but

rather based on information from the Company’s insurance broker. Pet. Reply Bdef at

37,

Rate Counsel and Staff argue that the 5% increase is inflationary in nature,

which would be contrary to Board policy that rejects inflationary adjustments. Sta__jl~
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Initial Brief at 38. They propose that the appropriate expense should be that in effect

on April 30, 2006, Id__~.

I FIND that the 5% increase is n inflationary in nature, but rather based on

information received from the Company’s insurance broker, and thus it is appropriate.

Lease Expenses

Aqua and Rate Counsel agree that the approp.riate figure for lease expenses

should be $161,327, which represents the Company’s actual expenditures pursuant to

the various lea~e agreements it has entered. Pet. Initial Brief at 27.

Staff argues that lease expenses should be reduced to account for the fact that

Company’s well #11 was not completed, nor in service on April 30, 2006. Staff Initial

Br at 43.

I FIND that $161,327 is the appropriate figure for lease expenses based on the

lease agreements already in place.

Rate Case Expenses

Aqua proposes that it is entitled to recover 100% of the reasonable costs of the

current proceeding, arguing that public policy encourages settlement, and that if a

company is unable to recover the costs of a proceeding, it becomes more difficult for a

company to recoup costs, as a proceeding is the only way to do so. Pet. Reply Brief at

39-40.

Rate Counsel and Staff agree that the rate case expenses should be shared

50150 between shareholders and ratep.ayers, due to the fact that the primary motivation

in filing a rate case is to add shareholder value, and thus, some of the expenses should

be born by the shareholders. Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 40. Staff also presented
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several Board actions in which the Board ordered a 50/50 sharing of rate case

expenses. Staff Initial Brief at 51.

As previously discussed, the Board is under no duty or obligation to settle a rate
case.2 Simpl~ because the Company dislikes the fact or reason why this case did not

quickly settle does not require the Board to go away from its general practice of splitting

rate case expenses. A rate case arises for the benefit of a company’s shareholders.,
who should then be required to shoulder some of the burden. Rate Counsel Initial Brief

at 40. I FIND that the rate case expenses should be split 50150 between shareholders

and customers, with $48,750 being applied to Aqua’s operating income.

Amortization-Acauisition

As discussed earlier3, Aqua is. entitled to recover an unamortized acquisition

adjustment for the acquisition of Berkeley Water Company. The parties are not in

dispute about the amount of this adjustment.

Other O&M Expenses

Aqua and Rate Counsel agree on the figare of $266,278 for other operating and

maintenance expenses. Pet. Rel~l¥ Brief at 40~ Staff, however, disallows $60,000 of

relocation expenses because such relocation had no significant benefit to the

shareholders. Staff Initial Bdef at 54-55.

I FIND that $266,278 is the appropriate figure for other operating and

maintenance expenses, as agreed to by Rate Counsel and Aqua. Relocation is a

common practice and expense in corporate America and should be included as public

policy dictates that the expense of acquiring quality employees and management is

good for customers and benefits them in the long run. Pet. ReDly Brief at 40.

Letter to Couns~l 1~om ~udge B~ry N. F~ dzted September 25, 2006.
~ page 7, "Acquisition of B~keley Water Company."
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Interest Expenses

Rate Counsel proposes that interest expenses should be calculated as of April

30, 2006 and should include interest on short-term debt, Pet, Initial Brief at 33. Aqua

.argues that October 31, 2006 is the appropriate date and that calculating the interest on
sh~rt-term, debt is not appropriate when short-term debt is not included in the

Company’s capital structure. Id__.

As noted above,’~ October 31, 2006 is the more appropriate figure for calculating

operating income. Furthermore, it has been noted that short-term debt should not be

included in the Company’s capital structure.5 Based on these previous findings, I FIN[)

that Aqua’s calculation of interest expense at $2,392,023, which is based on an

October 31, 2006 balance, excluding short-term debt, is appropriate.

Income Taxes

The parties agree that the Internal Revenue Code provides that the first $10

million of taxable income is taxed at a rate of 34%. Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 43.

Rate Counsel argues that Aqua, as a ~,tand-alone company, would have less than $10

million in ta×abte income, and should thus be subject to a tax rate of 34%. Rat___e_

Counsel Re~!y Brief at 12. Rate Counsel continues that by participating in a

consolidated filing, Aqua reaps the benefits of losses incurred by the Parent, and thus is

subject to a tax rate of much less than 34%. Id.__,.

Aqua, however, argues that it participates in a consolidated income tax filing of

its parent company, Philadetphia Suburban Company (PSC), which due to consolidated

PSC operations, has taxable income in excess of $10 million, "thereby triggering a 35%

income tax rate for a~l companies thal~ participate in the consolidated tax filing." Rate

Counsel Initial Brief at 43.

~ ~ page 5, "Appropriate Capitzl Stru~e."
~Id.

18
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Staff did not brief this issue, but uses a 35% income tax rate in its calculations.

Pet. Reply Brief at 41.            .1" ’

As Rate Counsel itself pointed out, "..,the consolidated PSC operations have

taxable income in excess of $10 million, thereby triggering a 35% income tax rate for all

comibanies that participate in the consolidated tax filing." Rate Counsel Initial Bd.e.f at

43. As Aqua is a company that participates in the consolidated tax filing, the law is

clearly stated and, therefore, I FIND that a 35% income tax rate is appropriate.

This 35% tax rate also effects the appropriate revenue conversion factor to be

used in calculating Aqua’s operating income. Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 44. Since

Aqua’s figure of 35% is appropriate, so is their revenue conversion factor of 1.79138.

Appropriate Rate Structure

The Company is proposing to implement the rate increase from this proceeding

solely for General Metered Service customers, and not from public and private fire

protection rates. Pet. Initial Brief at 42. The Company proposed this.structure in order

to address one of the financial pressures faced by many New Jersey municipal

governments and fire districts. Id....~. Aqua also argues that by increasing the rates to

municipal governments and fire districts, the taxpayers will end up footing the bill

regardless, as the taxpayers depend on the services provided by these entities,

Schulman Rebuttal Testimony at 11.

The Rate Counsel and Staff, on the other hand, wish to impose the rate increase

across-the-board to. a}l of Aqua’s customers, not just the General Metered Service

Customers, in order to minimize any increases in rates to any individual customer. Pe

R.eplv Bdef at 42. Staff also believes that an across-the-board increase is more
appropriate, as the Company has failed to provide a class cost of service survey. Staff

Initial Brief at 56.
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Had Aqua performed a class cost of service survey, they might be better able to

argue who should shoutcler what portions of the rate increase. Accordingly, without

such a study, I FIND that it .is more equitable to impose an across-the-board rate

increase and consolidation, .as Witness Kalcic recommended.

Low Income Assistance Program

Aqua is proposing to implement a new program to make water services more

affordable for low-income seniors and disabled individuals, Staff Initial Brief at 57-58.

This program would allow 6,000 gallons of water to be provided quarterly to e!igible

customers. Id_= While Rate Counsel and Staff are not opposed to such a program, they

do .agree that there are too many unanswered questions concerning the program, and

that rather than allocating funds to experiment on the project, a working group shoulc~

be formed, in which both Rate Counsel and Staff expressed willingness to participate.

id__=, at 58-59. Aqua agrees that a working group would be welcome, but believes, based

on previous Rate Counsel and Staff inaction that the effort will not come to fruition until

monies are actually allocated for its implementation. Pet. Initial Brief at 42.

As Staff pointed out, "the Company admitted that its proposal was offered in an

effort to begin a dialogue on low-income issues with interested parties." Staff Initial

Brief at 58. I, therefore, RECOMMEND that rather than allocating funds to an unknown,

the parties continue this dialogue in the form of a working group .being implemented for

the purpose of creating a feasible program with limited unanswered questions.

Delay of Proceeding Pending the Resolution of the Berkeley Water Company

(BWC) Consent Issue

In November 2005, the Board issued an Order of Clarification conditionally
allowing Aqua to continue serving the customers of BWCl but to act expeditiously to

obtain the requisite municipal consent required to properly provide water. Staff Initial
Brief at 59. Staff argues that no documentation has been provided by Aqua regarding

any effort in resolving the issue, and that prior to adjudication, the Company should be

2O
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required to provide the Board and its Staff with copies of any correspondence dealing

with the resolution of this matter. Id__~. at 61.

Aqua argues that attempts have been made to contact the Berkeley Township

Municipal Utilities Authority (BTMUA), but as of yet, BTMUA has been uncooperative

and any communication has only taken place via telephone - thus explaining the lack of

documentation. Pet. Reply Brie_f at 43. Aqua points out that neither the Board, nor

Aqua may force the BTMUA to resolve this issue, and that the threat of ceasing water

service - as Staff proposes - would be "both irresponsible and inappropriate." ld_=

The BTMUA situation is a difficult one, which a court-appointed receiver

described as being one that will not be consummated expeditiously. Id_=. at 43-44. The

only party who can expedite this process is BTMUA itself, over whom neither Aqua nor

the Board have authority, ld._.,. I FIND that it would be inequitable to refuse the Company

a reasonable rate of return on its investment based on a circumstance beyond their

control. This proceeding will not be delayed pending the resolution of the BTMUA

matter.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

I FIND that October 31,2006 is the appropriate date for determining Aqua New

Jersey’s capital structure, for purposes of this rate case.

I FIND that short-term debt is no_._tt to be included in determining Aqua New

Jersey, Inc.’s capital.structure for purposes of this rate case.

FIND that the appropriate cost rate of equity for Aqua New Jersey is 10.5%.

i FIND that October 31, 2006 is the appropriate date for determining the

Company’s utility plant in service. . I
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I FIND that the appropriate date in determining the following figures and

balancing is als__9.o October 31,2006:

¯ Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate reserve for depreciation

¯ Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate balance of customer advances

° Aqua New Jersey, inc.’s appropriate balance of accumulated
deferred income taxes I

Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate reserve balances (including
pension & FAS 106 reserves, as well as tank maintenance
reserves

Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate balance of customer deposits

I FIND that Aqua is entitled to an unamortized acquisition adjustment for the

acquisition of Berkeley Water Company

I FIND that unamortized .deferred rate case expenses will not be included in

Aqua’s rate base.

I FIND that the appropriate date for calculating the following figures and balances

is als.......£o October 31,2006:            I

Aqua New Jersey, lnc.’s appropriate balance of ~netered sales
revenues

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of public and private
fire revenues

Aqua New Jersey, In(::.’s appropriate balance of power and
chemical expenses     . ~

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of interest on
customer deposits       ~

Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of depreciation
expense

22
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Aqua New Jersey, Inc.’s appropriate balance of non-income taxes
(including GRAFT and property and labor related tax expenses)

I FIND that it is appropriate for 100% of the antenna revenu.es to be reflected for

the benefit of Aqua’s ratepayers for rate-making purposes.

I FIND that it is equitable to include $101,352 of O&M Contract Revenue, as

calculated by Rate Counsel, in Aqua’s total operating income.

I- FIND that neither the 1.5% wage increase factor nor the incentive

compen.sation payment should be allowed in calculating Aqua’s operating income.

i FIND that the projections in Health, Life, LTD, Pension and OPEB expenses as

to April 30, 2007should be included.                   ~, .

I FIND that the 5% increase in insurance expenses is appropriate.

I FIND that $161,327 is the appropriate figure for lease expenses based on the

lease agreements in place.

I FIND that the rate case expenses should be split 50/50 between shareholders

and customers.

I FIND that $266,278 is the appropriate figure for other operating and

maintenance expenses, as agreed to by Rate Counsel and Aqua.

I FIND that Aqua’s catculation of interest expense at $2,392,023, which is based

-on an October 31,2006 balance, excluding short-term debt, is appropriate.

FIND that a 35% income tax rate is appropriate.

CONCLUDE that the appropriate rate structure is to impose an across-the-

board rate increase and consolidation, as Witness Kalcic recommended. I

23
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RECOMMEND that Petitioner receive an in per annum revenues of

approximately $2,806,501 or approximately 12.60% using a test year ending April 30,

2006. I also RECOMMEND that the Petitioner’s proposed senior citizens program

contains too many unanswered questions, and that money should not at this time be

allocated to implement the program. In regards to these issues and the ~elated

accounting and Cost r~covery measures for consideration, a summary of my results is

attached.

I RECOMMEND that rather than allocating funds to an unknown, the parties

continue a dialogue regarding the low-income assistance program, and form a working

group for the purpose of creating a feasible program with limited unanswered questions.

I CONCLUDE that this proceeding should not be delayed pending the resolution

of the BTMUA matter.

ORDER

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that:

1 The rates proposed by Petitioner are DENIED,

Petitioner may file for the Board’s consideration revised tariff sheets

consistent with the.rate design and findings set forth herein, to become

effective on a date to be determined by the Board.

hereby FILE my initial decision with the BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES for

consideration.

This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the

BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, which by law is authorized to make a final decision in

this matter. If the Board of Public Utilities does not adopt, modify or reject this decision

within forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended, this

24
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recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with N.J.S.A.

52:14B-10.

Within thirteen (13) days from the date on which this recommended decision was

mailed to the parties, any party may file written exceptions with the SECRETARY OF

THE BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, ~. Gateway Center, Newark, NJ 07’102, marked

"Attention: Exceptions." A copy of any exceptions must be sent to the judge and to the

other parties.                  ~.,,.~

November 28, 2.0.06 ,

DATE

E-mail Receipt of Initial Decision Confirmed by the Board of Public Utilities on:

DATE

Mailed to Parties:

DATE

jb
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
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APPENDIX

For Petitioner:

Pauline M. Ahern, CRRA, Vice president, AUS Consultants-Utility Services

Sharon Schulman, President and CEO

William C. Packer, Jr., Regional Director of Accounting

Jack Schreyer, Manager of Rates for Aqua America, Inc.

Edward A. Rapsiewicz, Vice President of Operations for the Company.

For Ratepayer Advocate:            I

David Parcelt, Executive Vice President and
Associates, Inc.

Senior Economist of Technical

Robert J. Henkes, Principal and Founder of Henkes Coosulting

Brian Kalcic

For Staff of the Board:
None

For Petitioner and Respondent:

List of Exhibits

See attachment following Summary of Exhibits t to V
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Summary of Exhibits I to V

Exhibit I: Income Statement in Comparison

Company Rate Cotms¢l BPU Sta~ OAL

OPERATING REVENUES
Metered SaJe~ $19,332,054
Public Fire $1,639,844
Private Five $9 ] 2,008
M~sceIlaneous $35,000
Golf Cours~ $26,000
Sales for Resale $7,500
Antennae Revenues $! 09,548
O&M Contract Revenue $0
TOTAL OP. REVENIY~ $22,061,954

O&M EXPENSES
Labor $3,115,380
Power $1,056,792
Chemic~als $401,181
HeaIIh/Lffe/LTD/Pen sion $978,551
~ $261,363
~. ~p]oyee B~ $~,528
~t~de S~ces $508,870
M~aB~ F~ $7~81
~ $16I~27
T~o~vn $263,748
Sludge R~v~ $21,499
S~p]ies $196,741
~ch~ W~ 117,214
B~ Debt E~ ~2,817
T~ P~n~g $200,000
Audit Fe= $128,069
~b ~ $~1~158
~g~ ~ $57,579
~te ~e ~ [97,500
Intact- ~ ~o~ $2,43~
A~uisifi~ Adj~ $1 t,472
~ $266.278
TOT~ O~ ~S~ $8,908,783

$19,041,642
$1,627,227
$897,393
$35,000
$26,000
$7,500
$222,900
$101252
$21,959,014

$2,961,759
$931,604
$360,358
$882,920
$240,682
$64,528
$508,870
$724,281
$161,327
$263,748
$21,499
$196,741
$117,214
$41,885
$200,000
$128,069
$231,158
$57,579
$48,750
$4,836
$11,472

$19,041,642 $19,332,054
$1,627,227 $1,639,844
$897,393 $912,008
$35,000 $35,000
S26,000 $26,000 ’
$7,500 $7,500
$222,900 $222,900

.... $101.352 $101.359,
$21,959,014 $22,276,658

$2,961,759 $2,961,759
$1,056,792. $1,056,792
$401,181 $401,18 l
$882,920 $978,551
$240,682 $26t,363
$64,528 $64,528
$508,870 $508,870
$724,28I $724,281
$58,542 $161,327
$263,748 $263,748
$21,499 $21,499
$196,741 $196,741
$117,214 $117,214
$43,128 $43,128
$200,000 $200,000 "
$128,069 $128,069
$231,158 $231,I58
$57,579 $57,579
S48,750 $48,750
$4,836 $2,435
($43,520 $11,472
$206,278 $266~278
$8,375,034. $8,706,723

$266.278
$8,425,558

Depreciation Expense
Income Taxes
Non-Income Taxe~
TOTAL OP. EXPENSES

$3,73~681
$1,251,302
$3.578.230...
$17,475,996

$3,479,938
$1,411,856
$3,527,042
$16,844,394

$3,479,938 $3,737,681
$1,482,953 :$1,700,966
$3,533,~98 $3,578,23~
$16,871,323 $17,723,600

UTILH’Y OPERATING ~COME $4,585,958 $5,114,620 $5,087,691 $4,553,058

TOTAL OP. EXPENSES (V~-tax) $16,224,694 $15,432,538 $15,388,370 $I6,022,634

Net Revenues before Income Tax $5,837,260
lm~c.ome Tax $1,25_1,302.

$6,526,476 $6,570,644 $6,254,024
$1,411,856 . $1.482.953 $!,329,305

After-Tax Operating Income $4,585,958 S5,114,620 $5,087,691 $4,924,719
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Exhibit II: Rate Base in Comparison

Aqua, NJ Staff Rate Counsel OAL

$I47,728,590 $139,919,821 $139,919,821    $147,728,590
Working Capi~
Materhls and S~p]ies $

$24 ~,693 $241,693 $241,693 $241,693
Un~o~d Acq. Adj. $81,085 ($743,822) $81,085 $81,085
U~. M~.
Unam~. Ra~e S94,762 $0 $0

Reserve for Depre~iaton
Customer Advances
Conm’b. Property
Deferred FS.T.
Pension & FAS 106 Reserves
T~ Maintenance Reserve
Customer D~osils
S~tR~t~l--

$31,989,224 $30,091,725 $30,091,725 $31,989,224
$9,679,179 $10,442,924 $10,442,924 $9,679,179
$16,079,818 $16,079,818 $16,079,818 $16,079,818
$11,901,347 $11,498,747 $11,498,747 $11,901,347
$1~295,217 $1,102,443 $1,102,443 $1,295,217
$433,506 $333,506 $333,506 $433,506
$82,820 $164,492 $164,492 $82,820 ,,

Exhibit IH: OAL Cost of Capital Calculation

As of October 31, 2006

Long-Term Debt

Short-Term Debt

Ratio% Cost Rate Weighted Cost Rate
49~30% 6.128% ’ 3.02

0% 0

50.70% 10.5% 5.32

1~o% 8.34%
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Exhibit IV: OAL Federal Income Tax Calculation

$6,254,024

Less: Pro Forma Interest .~2,392,023

hacome Before FIT $3,862,001

Add: Flow-Back Depreciation

Taxable Income

FIT Rate

Income Tax Prior to rrc Amort.

ITC Amortization

Net Pro Forma Income Taxes

$3,879,501

$1,357,825

$1,329,30s

~rom Sch. Rg’I-14)

(From Sch. PJH-14)

Exhibit V: Aqna New Jersey Rate Adiustment

Rate Base

Cost of Capital

Required Return

Utility Operating Income

Operating Income Deficiency

Revenue Multiplier

Revenue Requirement Increase

Company

$77,929,163

8.85%

$6,896,732

$4,585,958

2,310,773

1.79138

~4.139.473

Staff

$70,948,181

8.09%

5,741,191

. .5.2.z7,691

653,500

1.7 .6~23

$1,152:924

Rate Counsel

$71,773,088

7.45%

5,346,690

~5, 114,620

232,070

1.76423

$409,425

Present Revenues

Proposed Revenues

Percentage Increase

$22,061,954

$26,201,427

18.76%

$21,959,014

$23,111,938

5.25%

$21,959,014

$22,368,439

1.86%

OAL

$77,834,401

8.34%

6,491,389

4,924J19

1,566,67.0

1,79!.38.

$2,806.501

$22,276,658

$25,083,159

12.60%"
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